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oday is Independence Day; so
there was bound to be a patriotic
film that had to release. This year,
there are two. Both have a great story
to tell, while one is based on true
premise, Shershaah is the real life story
of Captain Vikram Batra who died
fighting for the country during the
Kargil War in 1999. Batra, at 24, had led
one of the toughest operations in
mountain warfare. He was awarded
Param Vir Chakra, the country’s highest
military decoration.
The Kargil War definitely leaves a
bitter taste in the mouth. It was definitely
a sad day in Indian history and the death
of 527 soldiers in defending the country
has not gone unnoticed.
Shershaah is definitely a tribute to
these heroic soldiers who gave up their
lives because they loved their country
over and above any other relationship.
To see this kind of love unfold on the

T

70 mm screen gives goosebumps. That
Batra decided to die for his country
rather than let the enemy win, says a lot
about him. His war cry: Yeh Dil Mange
More, after the capture of Point 5140 is
well-remembered.
Siddharth Malhotra essays this role
rather well. It is not easy to play a reallife person on reel. But Malhotra has
managed to deliver it on-spot. As Batra,
he has managed to deliver the love and
dedication that the real Batra had for his
country and lady love.
It is this real love story here that is
somewhat lost in what happened to
Batra. The real love story is how his
college love Dimple Cheema never
married. It is rare to see such love these
days. As the credits roll in the end, it will
give a sneak peak to where the heroes
who survived are. It will also tell you
Cheema, now a teacher, remains
committed to Batra till date. If this is not
true love, one wonders what is!
Shershaah is definitely worth a
watch— of bravery, valour, dedication
and above all love!
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ar movies are always
interesting to watch
especially if it involves
India and Pakistan. Of course
what adds to the watching
experience is to see Pakistan
soldiers run away. In that sense,
Bhuj… is no different. Directed
by Abhishek Dudhaiya, the
heart is on the right place —
honouring unsung heroes.
It is always great to see films
where soldiers step up to defend
the country at the cost of their
lives. The pride that one feels
watching such films is like no
other. The premise of the story
tells us how people step up in
crisis. Here it was the Indo-Pak
war of 1971. The IAF airstrip at
Bhuj was destroyed by the
enemy. Around 300 local
women, led by IAF squadron
leader Vijay Karnik, worked
round the clock to reconstruct
the airbase. This helped India
win the war. What a feat!

W

As for the film, Dudhaiya
ended up with a cartoonish
version of this historic event.
The shoddy manner in which
the movie has been shot makes
one want to cry as to why the
makers even tried to approach
it in the first place. One definitely
expected more from Ajay
Devgn.
Unfortunately, it is the
execution that fails here however
close the subject has been for the
director. His grandmother was
one of the 300 women involved
in the construction of the
airstrip.
Still there are so many
things that don’t make sense and
are ridiculous from the word go.

Take an example. Sonakshi
Sinha in the middle of the night
with a baby in hand single
handedly manages to kill a
leopard with a hasiya! We
understand the need of the
director to tell us that the local
women of Bhuj were fearless but
this is ridiculous.
There there is Sanjay Dutt.
He seriously needs to step up or
step out. Here he plays Pagi. Of
course, he is not going to die —
how can he? He just put his pagri
in the mandir! But of course the
Army officer RK Nair had to die!
The other starcast amble along.
Sadly, a great story lost its
way in the lacklustre treatment.
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he Taliban seized two more
T
provinces on Saturday and
approached the outskirts of

day before Independence
A
day, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi on Saturday

Afghanistan’s capital while also
launching a multi-pronged
assault on a major northern city
defended by former warlords,
Afghan officials said.
The insurgents have captured much of northern, western and southern Afghanistan
in a breakneck offensive less
than three weeks before the
United States is set to withdraw
its last troops, raising fears of
a full militant takeover or
another Afghan civil war.
However, Afghan President
Ashraf Ghani delivered a televised speech on Saturday, his
first public appearance since
the recent Taliban gains, in
which he vowed not to give up
the “achievements” of the 20
years since the US toppled the
Taliban following the 9/11
attacks.
The Taliban captured all of
Logar province, just south of
the capital, Kabul, and detained
local officials, said Hoda
Ahmadi, a lawmaker from the

said in memory of the struggles
and sacrifices of our people,
14th August will be observed as
“Partition
Horrors
Remembrance Day”. The
Congress was quick to accuse
the Prime Minister of playing
“divisive and diversionary politics”.
“Partition’s pains can never
be forgotten. Millions of our
sisters and brothers were displaced and many lost their
lives due to mindless hate and
violence. In memory of the
struggles and sacrifices of our
people, 14th August will be
observed as Partition Horrors
Remembrance Day,” said Modi
in a series of tweets.
The partition of India
involved the division of two
provinces, Bengal and Punjab
based on district-wise nonMuslim or Muslim majorities
involving displacement of an
estimated 1.5 core people along
religious lines. It led to unprecedented violence and refugee
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province. She said the Taliban
have reached the Char Asyab
district, just 11 kilometers (7
miles) south of Kabul.
The insurgents also captured the capital of Paktika,
bordering Pakistan, according
to Khalid Asad, a lawmaker
from the province. He said
fighting broke out in Sharana
early on Saturday but ended
after local elders intervened to
negotiate a pullout. He said the

Governor and other officials
surrendered and were on their
way to Kabul.
Sayed Hussan Gerdezi, a
lawmaker from the neighbouring Paktia province, said
the Taliban seized most of its
local capital, Gardez, but that
battles with Government forces
were still underway. The
Taliban said they controlled the
city completely.
The Taliban meanwhile

attacked the northern city of
Mazar-e-Sharif from several
directions, setting off heavy
fighting on its outskirts,
according to Munir Ahmad
Farhad, a spokesman for the
provincial Governor.
The Taliban have made
major advances in recent days,
including capturing Herat and
Kandahar, the country’s second
and third-largest cities.
Continued on Page 4
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witter on Saturday restored
T
the account of Congress
leader Rahul Gandhi, alongside
those of the party and its other
leaders, amid ongoing friction
between the social media platform and the party over its
members sharing pictures of
the family of a rape victim.
The micro-blogging site
said it restored Rahul’s account
after the Congress leader submitted a consent letter from the
family of a victim of alleged
rape and murder in the city for
use of images but continues to
withhold the tweets that contain the images saying they violate India’s laws.
“Satyameva Jayate (truth
alone triumphs),” the Congress
tweeted in its first reaction after
its official handle was unlocked.
Rahul’s and Congress’ accounts
were temporarily suspended
last week after he tweeted pictures of the family of the nineyear-old victim of alleged rape
and murder in Delhi.
Continued on Page 4
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rom Monday onwards, only
those who are either fully
vaccinated against coronavirus
or have a negative RT-PCR
report will be allowed to enter
Punjab.
The directions, issued after
Chief Minister Amarinder
Singh held a Covid review
meeting here, also said there
will be strict monitoring of
people coming from Himachal
Pradesh and Jammu.
The CM expressed concern
about the positivity rate in
Himachal Pradesh and other
parts of the country, which
probably pushed Punjab’s positivity rate marginally up to 0.2
per cent in the last week with
reproduction number going
up to 1.05 per cent. A
Cambridge study has predicted that cases are likely to double in the next 64 days, he
warned, announcing new
restrictions.
Continued on Page 4
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eople living with the human
ndians will have to wait a
P
immunodeficiency virus Icouple of months to get
(HIV) are likely to be protect- doses of the single-shot vaccine
ed against SARS-CoV-2, the
virus that causes Covid-19, if
these people are fully vaccinated against the coronavirus,
according to a study published
in the journal Clinical
Infectious Diseases.
“Previous research has suggested a suboptimal response to
Covid-19 vaccines in people
living with HIV; however, these
studies did not fully characterise and define that response,
both for cellular (where the
immune system directly attacks
infected cells) and humoral
(where the immune system
circulates virus-fighting antibodies) immunity,” said study
senior author Joel Blankson,
professor of medicine at the
Johns Hopkins University
School of Medicine.
Continued on Page 4

of Johnson & Johnson (J&J)
which is likely to be made available in November or December
this year. Recently, the DCGI
had granted Emergency Use
Authorisation (EUA) to the
foreign Covid-19 vaccine manufacturer.
Similarly, Zydus Cadila’s
DNA vaccine may get the
approval from the drug regulator soon. “We expect two
crore doses monthly from
Zydus Cadila,” said a senior
official from the Union Health
Ministry.
The
vaccine
from
Biological E is also expected
with an initial lot of seven crore
doses in one go as the firm is
doing at-risk production after
the Centre extended it a
C1,500-crore advance.
Continued on Page 4
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he Delhi Government will
T
redesign and beautify 540
kilometre-long roads in the
national Capital according to
European standards, Chief
Minister Arvind Kejriwal said
on Saturday. Kejriwal visited a
pilot project which he said is on
the nearly 800-metre-long
Chirag Delhi-Sheikh Sarai
stretch. He said the stretch
will be evaluated and its shortcomings will be rectified.
“We will undertake beautification and redesigning of
540 kms of 100 feet wide roads
on the line of European standards under the first phase,”
Kejriwal said.
On the eve of 75th
Independence Day, Kejriwal
appealed to Delhi people to
give their feedback on the Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP’s) work.
“Inform us of our strengths and
shortcomings,” he added.

?C8Q <D<108

he Bombay High Court on
T
Saturday granted an interim stay to the operation of parts

As part of the project, a
pilot stretch was developed at
the Lal Bahadur Shastri Marg
by redesigning and beautifying
the road between Chirag Delhi
and Sheikh Sarai.
Kejriwal said, “We have
thoroughly inspected the entire
pilot stretch and will discuss its
shortcomings and strengths.”
Kejriwal had visited another sample stretch at Nehru
Nagar on April 6, 2021 and
announced to develop the
roads according to the
European standard roads.
Continued on Page 4

of the Information Technology
Rules, 2021 which require that
all online publishers follow a
“code of ethics” and norms of
conduct.
A bench of Chief Justice
Dipankar Datta and Justice GS
Kulkarni stayed sub-clauses 1
and 3 of clause 9 of the
Information Technology
(Intermediary Guidelines and
Digital Media Ethics Code)
Rules, 2021. It found “prima
facie” (on the face of it) that
these sub-clauses violated the
petitioners’ constitutional right
to freedom of speech and
expression under Article 19, the
High Court said.
Continued on Page 4
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crisis in India and Pakistan.
“May
the
#PartitionHorrorsRemembran
ceDay keep reminding us of the
need to remove the poison of
social divisions, disharmony
and further strengthen the
spirit of oneness, social harmony and human empowerment,” the Prime Minister said
in his tweet.
The Union Home Ministry
soon issued a notification
declaring that August 14 will be
observed as Partition Horrors
Remembrance Day.
In a notification, the Home
Ministry said the people of
India, while celebrating “Azadi
ka Amrit Mahotsav”, will salute

those sons and daughters of the
country who had to sacrifice
their lives during the partition
of India.
Denouncing the Prime
Minister’s move, Congress chief
spokesperson
Randeep
Surjewala said while on one
side the Prime Minister congratulates Pakistan on their
Independence Day, on the
other side he indulges in
Pakistan-bashing the moment
elections are near. “The divisive
duplicity of the Prime Minister
stands exposed,” he said in a
statement.
“When there are no elections, the Prime Minister
exhibits his love for Pakistan

and congratulates the neighbouring country on March 22,
the day Muslim League passed
the ‘Partition Resolution’ in
1940, and congratulates it on
every August 14. But when
elections near, he starts diversionary politics at home,”
Surjewala said.
The Congress leader also
shared the Prime Minister’s
congratulator y letters to
Pakistan on August 14 and
tweets on March 22.
He said the day will keep
reminding the country of the
need to remove the poison of
social divisions and further
strengthen the spirit of oneness.
Pakistan’s Independence Day
falls on August 14. India will
celebrate its 75th Independence
Day on Sunday.
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ecurity has been scaled up
across the Capital on the
Soccasion
of Independence Day
with thousands of personnel
keeping strict vigil at strategic
locations, including the Delhiborders where farmers have
been on a sit-in for over eight
months to protest the Centre's
new agri laws, officials said on
Saturday.
According to the police, a
multi-layered security cover
has been put at the Red Fort
from where Prime Minister
Narendra Modi will address the
nation on the 75nd
Independence Day.
Multi-layered security
arrangements are also in place
with heavy barricading and
extra picket deployments at
vital installations across the city,
including the Indira Gandhi
International Airport, railway
stations and bus terminals
along with border areas to
thwart any untoward incident.
Anti-sabotage checks are
being carried out and patrolling
has been intensified across the
city, including on the Yamuna
river where patrolling is being
conducted on motor boats by
the Delhi Police. Anti-terrorist
measures are being carried out
in view of threat perception and
intelligence inputs, they said.
Chinmoy Biswal, Delhi
Police PRO said, "In view of
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Independence day, elaborate
security arrangements have
been made in coordination
with other security agencies at
and around Red Fort in a coordinated manner. Arrangements
have been made to combat
hostile elements. No aerial
objects, balloons are allowed
this Independence Day."
At the Mughal-era fort, a
security ring, including NSG
snipers, elite SWAT commandos and kite catchers, have
been placed, while anti drone
systems have also been installed
there in view of recent terror
attack at IAF station in Jammu

airport, officials said.
Policemen in civil dress
would be deployed at strategic
locations across the capital
with extra focus in and around
the Red Fort.
As part of the anti-terror
measures, enhanced police
presence, intensive checking at
vulnerable points, checking of
hotels and guest houses, SIM
card and second hand car dealers, sensitisation of cyber cafe
owners and verification of tenant and servant drives have
been intensively carried out by
all the police stations, officials
said.

All the vehicles are being
thoroughly checked for any
suspicious activity especially at
the border points, they said.
PCR vans, 'Prakhar' vans
and QRT (Quick Reaction
Team) vans have been stationed at as part of security
deployment along with intensified patrolling by police personnel on motorcycle across
the city, police officials said.
The Delhi Traffic Police
had also issued an advisory for
the Independence Day function at the Red Fort to ensure
safe and smooth flow of vehicles across the city.
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New Delhi: Amid a deteriorating security situation in
Afghanistan, the Jawaharlal
Nehru University on Saturday
said it has received requests
from some Afghan students to
facilitate their return to the
campus and has assured them
that the matter is being looked
into.
This comes after the
Jawaharlal Nehru University
Students' Union (JNUSU) had
written to the varsity's vicechancellor on Friday, asking
him to grant Afghan students the
necessary permissions for their
visa, along with hostel accommodation on an urgent basis and
facilitate their return in view of
the deteriorating security situation in Afghanistan.
"Some Afghan students of
JNU have requested the JNU
administration to facilitate their
return to the campus.
"As the university has
remained closed as per the latest circular issued by DDMA,
Govt of NCT, Delhi, this matter
is currently being looked into,"
the varsity's Registrar, Professor
Ravikesh, said on Saturday.
The Taliban seized a
province just south of
Afghanistan's capital and
launched a multi-pronged

assault early Saturday on a
major city in the north defended by powerful former warlords, Afghan officials said.
The insurgents have captured much of northern, western and southern Afghanistan
in a breakneck offensive less
than three weeks before the
United States is set to withdraw
its last troops, raising fears of
a full militant takeover or
another Afghan civil war. The
JNUSU had on Friday cited the
situation in Afghanistan and
said multiple students had
reached out to them for assistance on an urgent basis.
"While other universities in
Delhi have granted students in
similar circumstances the requisite permissions for their
student visa, the Jawaharlal
Nehru University has not yet
given any necessary support to
its students from Afghanistan.
"The students in question
have also written to the Dean of
Students and other officials multiple times but have not yet
received any reply at all," it had
said. The students' body had said
female Afghan students will
have to leave their education
entirely if they are not provided
the requisite documentation on
time.
PTI
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on Delhi Metro's
Pink Line will be curtailed
Sfromervices
night of August 16 to
September 10 for the integration of a signalling system
between two stations, officials
said on Saturday.
In a major boost for Delhi
Metro, the small segment of its
Pink Line at Trilokpuri, which
had proved to be a bottleneck
for the DMRC authorities for
a long time, was inaugurated on
August 6, making it the longest
operational corridor of the
network.
With this, the 59-km-long
Majlis Park-Shiv Vihar corridor
or the Pink Line, which spans
38 stations, had become fully
linked for the first time.
The DMRC on a statement
on Saturday said, to integrate
the signalling system between
recently-opened TrilokpuriSanjay Lake and Mayur Vihar
Pocket-1 section of the Pink
Line, services are to be curtailed on from August 16 night
till September 10.
First train service from
both the ends (Majlis Park
and Shiv Vihar) will commence at 6.30 am (instead of
present 6 am), it said.

Similarly, the last train service from both the ends will
start at 10 pm instead of 11 pm.
"On Sundays, services from
both the ends will continue to
commence from 8 am (as is the
present practice) but the last
train service from both the
ends will start at 10 pm (instead
of present 11 pm)," the statement said.
First and last train services
with normal schedule from 6
am to 11 pm on Pink Line will
resume from September 11, the
DMRC said.
The completion of the Pink
Line has connected important
landmarks of the city, such as
the Anand Vihar Railway station, Anand Vihar ISBT,
Nizamuddin Railway station,
markets in South Extension,
INA and Lajpat Nagar.
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ifty fresh cases of Covid-19
and one death due to the
F
disease were recorded in Delhi

he Delhi Police has suspended Station
he Delhi Police has detained three men for allegedly
House Officer (SHO) of Delhi’s Rohini, Tbeating a man after tying him to a pole on suspicion
T
Vijay Vihar police station, for allegedly abus- of vehicle theft in North Delhi's Burari Nagar area .

on Saturday, while the positivity rate stood at 0.07 per cent,
according to data shared by the
city health department.
The death toll due to the
coronavirus has reached 25,069
in the national Capital.
No death due to Covid-19
was recorded in Delhi on
Friday, the third consecutive
day when the daily fatality
count was nil, while 50 fresh
cases were reported with a
positivity rate of 0.07 per cent,
according to official data.
That was the ninth time
since the starting of the second
wave of the pandemic that
zero fatality had been logged in
a day in Delhi.
On July 18, July 24, July 29,
August 2, August 4, August 8,
August 11 and August 12 too,
no death due to COVID-19
was recorded, official data
showed.
On March 2 this year, the
national capital had reported
zero death due to the virus. On
that day, the number of single-

day infections stood at 217 and
the positivity rate was 0.33 per
cent.
The second wave swept
the city during April-May period.
On Saturday, one death
and 50 fresh cases with a positivity rate of 0.07 per cent were
recorded, according to the latest bulletin.
On Thursday, the city had
registered 49 cases and zero
fatality, while the positivity
rate stood at 0.07 per cent,
according to official figures.
On Wednesday, the city
recorded 37 cases an zero
death, while the positivity rate
stood at 0.06 per cent.

ing his subordinate after consuming liquor during duty hours. Police said that on checking, 10
bottles of liquor were found in an SHO’s room.
According to a senior police official, a police
control room (PCR) call was received at 1 am
on Saturday in which Sub-Inspector (SI)
Umesh told police that he was performing
emergency duty and SHO is abusing him in a
drunken condition and that the caller will commit suicide if appropriate action is not taken.
“Following the PCR call, the Assistant
Commissioner of Police (ACP) Prashant Vihar
reached the spot and verified the details. During
enquiry it was revealed that the SHO had left the
police station without making a GD entry though
permission for night rest was obtained by him
over telephone at around midnight,” he said.
“Public witnesses in the police station
informed that SHO was in an inebriated condition and abused the said SI Umesh. The ACP
called the SHO to return, but he refused,
amounting to gross insubordination,” said the
senior police official.
“There have been some instances in the past
where SHO had been advised about his conduct and performance . The matter was
brought to the notice of senior officers in the
morning and the SHO has been placed under
suspension and directed to report to district
lines,” the senior police official added.

further said. Gennova’s vaccine
is also expected in October.
The Government is focusing
on expanding the capacity of
Bharat Biotech with its three
plants becoming functional now.
“In August, we will be getting
three crore doses of Covaxin,
which will go up to four crore in

September and 6-7 crore from
October,” said the official. Pune
-based Serum Institute of India
(SII) will supply nearly 15 crore
doses of Covishield every month
and is keen to start export of the
vaccine. The Government has
told the SII that vaccinating
Indians is a priority for now.
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“The firm will soon apply
for comparative studies and
their data is good,” the official

A purported video of the incident had surfaced online
in which a man is seen tied to a pole and being physically assaulted by some people. He was later let off by them
after a warning.
The incident took place at around 2.30 pm on Tuesday
in Sant Nagar area of Burari area.
“Police have received no police control room (PCR)
call in connection with the incident but based on the
video received, police initiated an enquiry into the
matter the same day,” said a senior police
official.
“Police teams went to the spot for further verification.
Three of the men seen assaulting the man in the purported video were identified and detained in connection with
the incident,” he said.
“Those detained told police during enquiry that the victim was caught while he was trying to escape after stealing one of their rickshaws. They tied him to a pole and
assaulted him in front of people but was let off later after
warning him. Since there were incidents of theft in the past,
they suspected him to be behind it,” said the senior police
official.
“Identify the victim in the case is yet to be ascertained
and nor has he come forward to register a complaint in the
matter yet. A case was registered under sections 232 (punishment for voluntarily causing hurt), 341 (punishment for
wrongful restraint) and 34 (acts done by several persons
in furtherance of common intention) of the Indian Penal
Code and the three men detained were released,” said
police.
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They now control 19 of
Afghanistan’s 34 provinces,
leaving the Western-backed
government in control of a
smattering of provinces in the
center and east, as well as

Kabul and Mazar-e-Sharif.
The US has continued
holding peace talks between
the government and the
Taliban in Qatar this week, and
the international community
has warned that a Taliban
Government brought about by
force will not be accepted.
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Twitter deemed it violation
of its rules.
While the accounts have
been unlocked, the contentious
pictures and tweets are not visible. “As part of the appeal
process, @RahulGandhi (the
official Twitter handle of Rahul
Gandhi) has submitted a copy
of the formal consent/authorisation letter to use the referenced image via our India
Grievance Channel,” Twitter
spokesperson said.
The law provides that identity of a juvenile victim of sexual assault cannot be disclosed.
Tweeting pictures of the family violated that and so the
accounts were locked. During
the period the accounts were
locked, the owner could access
the account but not allowed to
send out new tweets. This was
to allow them to delete the contentious tweets. But neither
Rahul nor Congress and its
leaders did that. Instead they
submitted a consent letter from
the family of the alleged rape
victim for use of their images.
“We have followed the necessary
due diligence process to review
the appeal in order to protect
the safety and privacy of the
affected individuals,” Twitter
spokesperson said.
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espite an assurance of clearing for
construction and demolition (C&D)
D
waste by the officials of the Municipal
Corporation of Gurugram (MCG) the
debris is yet to be lifted from different locations in Gurugram.
In a recently held MCG house meeting, the councillors had demanded that
people are facing huge problems due to the
piles of rubble lying at various places in
Gurugram which also cause major environmental pollution.
The civic body officials had also
ensured at the meeting that the C&D waste
will be lifted within 2 days.
Recently, Home and Urban Local
Bodies Minister Anil Vij, who arrived in
Gurugram Municipal Corporation on a
surprise inspection, had given strict
instructions to the corporation officials
that the MCG councillors are the elected
representatives of the public, the officials
would work on their every demand.

Despite this, the officials are not willing
to meet the councillors demands.
The councillors alleged that the officers are not listening to them and are running their dictatorship in every work. Even
after ten days of the sitting of the House,
the debris is not being lifted in the city.
During the MCG house meeting, the
councillors had expressed their displeasure
over the non-lifting of the debris and had
also sought an answer from the corporation officials as to why the debris was not
being lifted. On this, Municipal
Commissioner Mukesh Kumar Ahuja
had told the councillors that a meeting
with the company that is responsible for
lifting debris will be organised and the
issue will be resolved soon.
"Despite our demands in the MCG
house meeting regarding the lifting of piles
of rubble lying at various places in the city
has not started. The officers are working with
their dictatorship, no attention is being paid
to the demands of the councillors," Ashwani
Sharma, Ward-19 Councilor said.
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These restrictions will
apply to all those entering
Punjab by road, rail or air, the
Chief Minister said, adding if
a person does not fulfill either
of the criteria, he/she will have
to undergo RAT (rapid antigen
test) unless they recently recovered from Covid.
Amid reports of Covid
cases from schools, the CM
also directed that only fully vaccinated teaching and nonteaching staff, or those recently recovered from Covid, can
physically teach in schools and
colleges.
Online learning options
will remain available to all
children, he said. Since August
9, as many as 41 students and
one staff member in
Government schools have tested positive. He further ordered
prioritisation of teachers and
non-teaching staff for vaccination, with special camps to be
held to ensure that all are covered with the first dose within
this month and those due for
their second also be given due
attention.
The CM also ordered at
least 10,000 test samples of students and staff from schools be
collected every day. Districts
where positivity is above 0.2 per
cent have been asked to shut
down physical education for up
to Class 4 until the situation
improves. The CM said that
intensive testing has shown
that the positivity rate among
school students is 0.1 per cent
against the overall positivity of
0.2 per cent recorded in the
past one week.

From page 1
Provisions of clause 9 also
went beyond the scope of the
substantive
law
(the
Information Technology Act of
2000), it said. The order came
on petitions filed by legal news
portal The Leaflet and journalist Nikhil Wagle which challenged several provisions of the
new IT Rules claiming that they
were vague and likely to have
a “chilling effect” on a citizen’s
right to free speech guaranteed
by the Constitution.
The Rules went beyond the
scope of the main IT Act and
also the `reasonable restrictions’ on freedom of speech and
expression allowed by Article 19
(2) of the Constitution, the
petitioners said. The HC, however, refused to stay clause 14
that pertains to the setting up of
an inter-ministerial committee
with powers to regulate online
content and deal with grievances and breach of rules, and
clause 16 which is about blocking of online content in case of
an emergency. As such a committee was yet to be formed, it
did not see any reason to stay
clauses 14 and 16 at present, the
court said. The HC also did not
stay sub-clause (2) of clause 9
which provides for action in
case of the contravention of any
law in force for the time being.
The petitioners had sought an
interim stay on the implementation of the new IT Rules till
the court gives its final decision
in the matter. Senior counsel
Darius Khambata, lawyer for
The Leaflet, had argued that the
new IT Rules were beyond the
rule-making power of the
Union government.
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According to the Delhi
Government, the above mentioned stretch from Chirag
Delhi to Sheikh Sarai on the
BRT Road presents glimpses of
patriotism along with being a
modern designed public space.
The road has been completely modernised on the lines
of European cities. Two statues of
freedom fighters, Bhagat Singh
and Rani Laxmi Bai, have been
installed on the roadside to instill
patriotism among the people. In
addition, two fountains, artwork
on the fob, 10 sandstone benches, marble Buddha statue, state of
art information board, 10 steel
elements, and sandstone art work
have been done here.
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“What we found with the
widely used Pfizer/BioNTech
vaccine was just the opposite,
as it induces robust immune
responses in people living with
HIV compared to those seen in
healthy people.”
Earlier studies showed that
for organ transplant recipients
and patients with rheumatic
and musculoskeletal diseases,
both groups showed lowerthan-normal antibody levels to
the virus after two doses, and
only after a third shot were
transplant recipients able to
mount an effective defense.
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Rashtriya Rifles) physically
wrestled with a terrorist, who
was shocked by the ferocity of
the assault in spite of sustaining a “gunshot wound” and
neutralised the terrorist from
point-blank range ensuring
no injuries to own troops or
the civilians, the Army said.
Sepoy Ahlawat has been
conferred the Shaurya Chakra
award for showing “exceptional gallantry beyond the
call of duty and nerves of
steel” during an anti-terror
operation in Jammu and
Kashmir on June 20 last year,
the Army said. One Pakistani
terrorist was eliminated in the
operation, it said.
The Commanding Officer
of a Su-30 MKI Squadron
since January 2020, Group
Captain Perminder Antil of the
IAF, was awarded the Shaurya
Chakra for his superior piloting skills ensuring safety of a
national asset worth hundreds
of crores and precluded possible damage to life and property on ground in case of an ejection from his aircraft on
September 21 last year due to
black-out conditions.
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Army personnel were
Shaurya Chakra,
Stheixawarded
third highest peacetime
gallantry medal on the occasion of Independence Day. All
the six, including one posthumously, were named for the
award for their bravery in antiterrorist operations in Jammu
and Kashmir.
The recipients are Major
Arun Kumar Pandey, Major
Ravi Kumar Chaudhar y,
Captain Ashutosh Kumar
(posthumously), Captain Vikas
Khatri, Rifleman Mukesh
Kumar and Sepoy Neeraj
Ahlawat.
Four Army personnel were
conferred the Bar to Sena
medal while 116 others were
named for the Sena medal on
the eve of Independence Day.
Brief narration of the acts
of bravery by the Shaurya
Chakra awardees are as follows:
Pandey(44th battalion of
the Rashtriya Rifles) led an
anti-terror operation in a village in Jammu and Kashmir on
June 9 and 10 last year and
showed “unparalleled courage”
while neutralising two hardcore terrorists.
Chaudhary (55th battalion
of the Rashtriya Rifles) “exhibited exceptional resoluteness”

and fortitude in leading four
successful operations by his
unit resulting in the elimination of 13 terrorists, the Army
said. An operation led by him
on June 3 last year was specifically mentioned in his citation.
Captain Kumar (Madras
Regiment) has been conferred
the Shaurya Chakra award
posthumously for displaying
“indomitable courage” and
professional acumen of “highest order” in saving the life of
one of his fellow soldier and
eliminating a hardcore terrorist in an operation on
November 8 last year.
Captain Vikas Khatri( 16th
battalion of the Rashtriya
Rifles) was deployed as part of
a special task of “area domination patrol” in Jammu and
Kashmir under the challenging
terrain at the height of 12,000
feet on the nights of December
12 and 13 last year. He eliminated one foreign terrorist
despite heavy retaliation, showing raw courage and bravery.
Rifleman
Mukesh
Kumar(ninth battalion of the
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there is a corrupt man
the next three years
Iwillfhere,
be quite dry for him. I
have the same feeling towards
departmentalism,” newlyappointed Railway Minister
Ashwini Vaishnaw said on
Saturday.
He asserted that he has
“zero tolerance” towards corruption, departmentalism and
compromise with safety. In
his first meeting with top
officials of the railways’ zonal
offices, the minister also
noted that he would support
their innovations, but would
send the corrupt ones to jail,
sources in the Ministry said.
Sources also said that the
Union minister identified
safety, world-class trains, station redevelopment and bullet trains as top priority for
the national transporter.
He has also set individual
targets in these four areas and
is
personally
reviewing the progress on a
daily basis, they said. To
improve safety, the railways

plans to upgrade the indigenous Train C ollision
Avoidance System (TCAS),
dubbed ‘Kavach’, not only for
domestic use but exports as
well.
The work has also started
on building newer versions of
coaches, including those of
Vistadome, Tejas and Vande
Bharat trains, to introduce
world-class trains for the new
generation.
The aim is to redevelop
150 stations in the next three
years and introduce state-ofthe-art trains in at least 150200 cities in the next couple
of years, the sources said.
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our personnel of the CISF
have been awarded the
F
police medal for gallantry for
intercepting and killing three
terrorists who were trying to
sneak into the Kashmir valley
by hiding inside a truck.
Constables Rahul Kumar,
Muttamala Ravi, Mutum
Bikramjit Singh and Anil Lakra
displayed courage and engaged
the terrorists in a gun battle on
January 31 last year at the Ban
Toll plaza in Nagrota, Jammu.
The CISF personnel have
also been awarded with other
prestigious medals like
President’s Police Medal for

Distinguished Service and
Police Medal for Meritorious
Service for their outstanding
services in various fields.
As per a CISF Press release,
the recipients of President’s
Police Medal for Distinguished
Service are Jagbir Singh,
Inspector General, R.
Balashanmugam,
Asstt.
Commandant and Mohan
Singh Thapa. The recipients of
Police Medal for Meritorious
Service includes Neeti Mittal,
Vipin Kumar Tomar, Sudhir
Kumar, Ram Kunwar Singh,
Dharmpal Singh Patwal, Ravi
Bhushan Sharma, Santosh
Kumar P, Ramesh Chand and
Rajender Kumar Churiya of the
total 23 awardees. The
President’s Fire Service Medal
for Distinguished and
Meritorious Service are Jaydeep
Choudhury, K Ajayan, Suresh
Kumar, Sudhir Kumar, Mukesh
Chand and Baljit Singh.

n the eve of the 75th
Independence Day, the
O
Centre on Saturday announced
gallantry medals to 20 IndoTibetan Border Police (ITBP)
troopers for valiant display of
bravery during stand-offs and
clashes with the Chinese PLA
in Galwan in eastern Ladakh
region last year. The militaries
of the two countries were
engaged in bitter clashes in
eastern Ladakh in May-June.
Among the 23 gallantry
medals for the ITBP, twenty are
for operations that took place
during the May-June 2020
clashes with the Chinese
People’s Liberation Army
(PLA) in Ladakh where the
Central paramilitar y is
deployed shoulder-to-shoulder with the Army as part of
its primary mandate to guard
the 3,488-km-long Line of
Actual Control (LAC) in the
treacherous Himalayan region.
Out of the 20, eight personnel have been awarded the
President’s Medal for Gallantry
(PMG) for their gallant act,
meticulous planning and tactical insightfulness and for
defending the motherland in
Galwan Nalla on June 15, the
ITBP said in a statement.
Six ITBP personnel have
been awarded with the PMG
for gallant action during violent face off on May 18 in the
Finger IV area while the rest
six have been decorated with
the same medal for their gallant action near Hot Springs in
Ladakh on the same day, the
statement said.

“This is the highest number of gallantry medals award-

ed to the force for the bravery
of its men in border face offs,

skirmishes and border guarding duties,” ITBP spokesperson
Vivek Kumar Pandey said.
In eastern Ladakh, the
ITBP troops not only effectively used shields to protect
themselves but also responded fiercely to advancing
Chinese PLA troops and

brought the situation under
control during “fierce” face offs
and skirmishes, the statement
said.
With the highest order of
professional skills, ITBP troops
fought shoulder-to-shoulder
and also brought the injured
(Army) troops to the rear.”
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he Jammu & Kashmir
Police on Saturday claimed
T
to have busted a terror module
of Jaish-e-Mohammad by
arresting four terrorists and
their associates ahead of the
75th Independence day celebrations in Jammu.
According to police, the
JeM terrorists were directed to
collect arms (to be dropped by
drones) and supply the same to
active terrorists in Kashmir
valley, plant a vehicle based
IED in Jammu and conduct
recee of vital targets in other
parts of the country.
According to a police
spokesman, first of all JeM
terrorist Muntazir Manzoor@
Saifulla S/O Manzoor Ahmed
Bhat R/O Prichoo Pulwama,
was arrested in this chain.
Police recovered one pistol,
one magazine, eight live rounds
and two Chinese hand
grenades from his custody.
According to police, a truck
used for transporting weapons
to the Kashmir valley was also
seized.
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Following his interrogation police claimed to have
arrested three more JeM terrorists
They have been identified
as Ijahar khan @ Sonu Khan
S/O Intejar Khan R/O Mirdan
Mohalla Kandala Shamli
(UP),Touseef Ahmed Shah @
Showket & Adnan S/O Ghulam

Mohd Shah R/O Jeff, Shopian
and Jahangir Ahmed Bhat S/O
Musthaq Ahmed Bhat R/O
Bandzoo Pulwama.
According to police, Ijahar
Khan was directed by a
Pakistan based JeM commander Shahid to collect weapons
from near Amritsar which
would be dropped by a drone.

Ijahar Khan ,during his interrogation also revealed that he
was directed by the JeM to conduct recee of the Panipat Oil
refinery. He claimed after completing the task he shared
videos with him.He also
claimed he was tasked to conduct recee of Ram Temple in
Ayodhya.Before he could do

the same he was arrested by the
J&K police.
According to police, "to
create a safe hideout of terrorists in Jammu and trigger more
IED blasts Touseef was tasked
by Jaish commander Shahid
and another Jaish terrorist by
the name Abrar in Pakistan to
take up an accommodation in

Jammu which he did". He was
then asked to procure a second
hand motorcycle for causing an
IED blast at Jammu.
The IED for this purpose
would be dropped by a drone.
Touseef was arrested before he
could
complete
this
task.
According to police,
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United Nations: Prime
Minister Narendra Modi is
expected to address the annual high-level UN General
Assembly session in person on
September 25, according to a
provisional list of speakers
3TUT]RT?A>9P\\d released by the UN.
The list and schedule are
"Jahangir Ahmed Bhat S/O subject to changes and the
Musthaq Ahmed Bhat R/O presence of world leaders in the
Bandzoo Pulwam, a fruit mer- United Nations headquarters
chant from Kashmir was con- here for the high-level annual
stantly in touch with Shahid of session will significantly
Jaish in Pakistan and had intro- depend on the global Covid-19
duced Ijahgar Khan to him. He situation, particularly as the
was further doing recruitment highly transmissible Delta varifor Jaish in Kashmir valley ant rages in the US as well as
and in the rest of the country. across other UN member
nations.
According to the first provisional list of speakers for the
General Debate at the 76th session of the UN General
Assembly, Modi is scheduled to
exchanged between BSF and speak at the high-level session
Pak Rangers on four meeting on the morning of September
points along the 200 km long 25, the first leader listed for the
international border in Jammu day.
In 2019, Modi travelled to
region on the occasion of
New York for the high-level
Pakistan’s I-Day.
“Today, Pak Rangers and UN General Assembly session.
Last year, world leaders,
BSF exchanged sweets on the
occasion of Pakistan’s including Modi, submitted preIndependence Day at various recorded video statements for
border outposts along the 200 the United Nations General
km long Indo-Pak interna- Assembly session in September,
tional border from Kathua to as heads of state and governAKhnoor,” said BSF Jammu ment could not physically
attend the annual gathering due
frontier DIG SPS Sandhu.
the
coronavirus
Meanwhile, security forces to
have been directed to remain in pandemic.
It was the first time in the
a state of high alert across the
Union Territory of Jammu and UN's 75-year history that the
Kashmir following attempts high-level session had gone
being made by the terror out- virtual. This year too, the
fits to disturb peace in the option has been kept open for
region
during
the the world leaders to send in
Independence day celebrations. pre-recorded statements since
the pandemic continues to
rage across several nations
around the world.
PTI
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he search operations for
Indian Army pilots and
helicopter which had crashed
into the Ranjit Sagar Dam on
August 3 has intensified with
the Submarine Rescue Unit of
Indian Navy being flown in to
explore digitally located wreckage at depth of approximately
80 - 100 metres.
According to a defence
spokesman in Jammu, "Indian
Air Force has lifted the heavy
equipment
from
Visakhapatnam to Pathankot
for speeding up the underwater search".
The Defence spokesman
said, "Indian Army and all
other agencies to include

mid increasing incidents of
terrorist violence across
A
Jammu & Kashmir the Armies

T

Indian Navy, Indian Air Force,
NDRF, Ranjit Sagar Dam
Authority, District Authorities

including the locals are sparing
no efforts for bringing the
operations to a final conclusion.

of the two neighbouring countries — India and Pakistan on
Saturday resorted to 'sweet
diplomacy' to mark Pakistan’s
Independence Day.
According to a defence
spokesman, the Indian army on
the occasion of Pakistan's
Independence day exchanged
sweets and compliments with
the Pakistan Army troops in
Poonch and Mendhar. A similar ceremony was organised at
Teethwal crossing point in
North Kashmir's Kupwara district
Indian Army and Pakistan
Army exchanged sweets on

the latter’s I-Day at the Line of
Control at Poonch-Rawalakot
Crossing Point and MendharHotspring Crossing Point in
Poonch district on Wednesday,”

said
a
defence
spokesperson.
A senior Border Security
Force (BSF) officer said that
sweets and pleasantries were
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New Delhi: Opposition leaders
on Saturday latched on to
Commerce Minister Piyush
Goyal's criticism of business
practices of Indian industry to
attack the Government with
some also taking a swipe at
India Inc for backing the ruling dispensation, saying "you
reap what you sow".
Senior Congress leader
Jairam Ramesh said he was
flabbergasted at Goyal's
"unprovoked attacks" on Indian
industry.
"First, he ensured Rajya
Sabha did not function at all,
and now this bizarre tirade! He
couldn't be speaking without

official sanction, could he?"
Ramesh said in a tweet.
Speaking at a CII plenary session, Goyal reportedly asserted that the business practices of
Indian industry went against
national interests. However,
sources close to the minister
said his comments were represented out of context.
"The thrust of his interaction was on national interest.
The minister's heart-felt appeal
must be viewed in its entirety
and not singled out for slander,"
a source close to him
said.Congress spokesperson
Jaiveer Shergill claimed that by
making this statement, Goyal

has mocked Prime Minister
Narendra Modi's slogan “Ease
of doing business in India”.
Senior Congress leader
Manish Tewari said, "You reap
what you sow INDIA INC."
"Bombay Club 1.0 created
NDA/BJP Govt between 20122014. Threw collective weight
behind one individual and not
even one party. And now
@PiyushGoyal terms them
anti-national," the former
Union Minister tweeted.Taking
to Twitter, AAP leader Raghav
Chadha said, "Dear Corporate
India, Whatsoever a man
soweth, that shall he also reap.
Best wishes.
PNS
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nion Health Minister
Mansukh Mandaviya will
U
lead a delegation of experts to
Kerala on August 16 to take
stock of the situation arising out
of the unabated hike in Covid19 cases in the State.
As the countdown for
Onam, the major festival of
Kerala has begun, a grave situation is prevailing all over the
State with the transmission of
pandemic refusing to show any
sign of abatement. On Saturday,
the State diagnosed 19,451 new
patients afflicted with Covid-19,
according to Kerala’s Minister of
Health Veena George. Onam
falls on August 21 and Kerala
is in the midst of high pitch
shopping activities. All malls
and markets are filled with
shoppers who have given safety measures a go for the time
being.
The Test Positivity Rate
continues to be higher at 13.97
per cent. The death till date on
account of the pandemic
reached 18, 499 on Saturday as
105 patients succumbed to
Covid-19 during the last 24
hours.
The central team that
toured the State as part of fact
finding came across disturbing
trends, across union minister of
state for foreign affairs V
Muraleedharan. “The Union
Health Minister’s visit to Kerala
is to help the State Government
to chalk out ways and means to
take on the transmission of
Covid-19,” said Muraleedharan.
According to sources in
Kerala Government Medical
Officers Association, the
Central team came across flaws
in the State’s Covid-19 protocol.
“They pointed out may inadequacies in quarantine, home
care and contact tracing,” said a
senior physician.
The Kerala Government
Medical Officers Association
(KGMOA), an umbrella organization of all Government
physicians in the State and the
Kerala branch of the Indian
Medical Association are on a
warpath with the Kerala
Government over a number of
issues.
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fghan President Ashraf Ghani
says he will not give up the
A
“achievements” of the last 20 years
and that “consultations” are underway.
He delivered a brief and vague
televised address on Saturday, his
first public appearance in days following a major Taliban advance.
The insurgents have seized
most of northern, western and
southern Afghanistan and are battling Government forces some 11
kilometers (7 miles) south of Kabul.
The United States is set to withdraw its last forces by Aug. 31, raising questions about the survival of
Ghani's Western-backed government.
The U.S. Invaded Afghanistan
after the 9/11 attacks nearly 20
years ago.
The Taliban seized a province
just south of Afghanistan's capital
and launched a multi-pronged
assault early Saturday on a major
city in the north defended by powerful former warlords, Afghan officials said.
The insurgents have captured
much of northern, western and

0?Q F0B78=6C>=

cessful negotiations on Friday.
He said two rounds of
negotiations were held between
the two sides.
The Taliban officials are
now running affairs of the
Afghan border district of SpinBoldak, which the group captured last month. All taxes
and toll fees in the province are
being collected by the Taliban.
The Chaman-Spin Boldak
crossing generates huge revenue for both sides. Nearly
1,000 trucks carrying commercial goods cross the border
each day during times of peace.
The Chaman-Spin Boldak
border was closed last week
after the Taliban took control
of Spin Boldak.
The Taliban then demanded the Pakistani authorities to
allow Afghans stranded in
Pakistan to cross the
border.
PTI
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Biden will meet his August 31 deadline for fully withdrawing combat forces.
The vanguard of a Marine contingent arrived in
Kabul, the capital, on Friday, and most of the rest of the
3,000 are due by Sunday.
Officials have stressed that the newly arriving troops'
mission is limited to assisting the airlift of embassy personnel and Afghan allies, and they expect to complete
it by month's end. But they might have to stay longer if
the embassy is threatened by a Taliban takeover of Kabul
by then.
On Saturday, the Taliban seized two more provinces
and approached the outskirts of Kabul while also launching a multi-pronged assault on a major northern city
defended by former warlords, Afghan officials said.
“Clearly from their actions, it appears as if they are
trying to get Kabul isolated,” Pentagon spokesman John
Kirby said, referring to the Taliban's speedy and efficient
takedown of major provincial capitals this past week.
Biden had given the Pentagon until August 31 to
complete the withdrawal of the 2,500 to 3,000 troops that
were in Afghanistan when he announced in April that
he was ending U.S. Involvement in the war.
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Colombo: Sri Lanka will import
100 metric tonnes of medical
grade oxygen from India next
week to meet the shortage of
supply in hospitals, the Health
Minister said on Saturday as
WHO experts warned that the
number of Covid-19 cases and
deaths in the country would
spike by mid-October.
Health Minister Pavithra
Wanniarachchi told reporters
that the government will order
medical grade oxygen from
India to meet the current needs
with the rapid increase of Covid19 cases. She said 100 metric
tonnes of oxygen would be
imported from India next week
and more orders would be
placed depending on the need.
A group of Sri Lankan
health experts, who make the
WHO independent expert
group, has said that patients
dependent on oxygen significantly increased from 528 last
week to 646 by August 12.
“If this trend continues,
there could be a serious shortage of oxygen supply and interruption of care," she said.The
health experts have warned that
the number of Covid-19 cases
would increase up to 6,000 per
day up to mid September and
deaths would peak to 220 per
day by mid October.
PTI

Karachi: Pakistan on Saturday
reopened the Chaman-Spin
Boldak border crossing with
Afghanistan, after two rounds
of successful negotiations with
the Taliban on repatriating
stranded individuals, amidst
rapid territorial gains by the
militant group in the war-ravaged neighbouring country.
In a blitz assault on
Thursday and Friday, the
Taliban gained control of
Afghanistan's main cities Herat
and Kandahar, encircling
national capital Kabul.
The insurgents are believed
to control two-thirds of the
country's territory and over half
of the 34 provincial capitals.
Speaking to the media, a
Pakistani government official
in Chaman said the Taliban
and Pakistani authorities decided to open the economicallycritical border sector after suc-

he last-minute decision to send 3,000 U.S. Troops to
Afghanistan to help partially evacuate the U.S.
T
Embassy is calling into question whether President Joe
southern Afghanistan in a breakneck offensive less than three
weeks before the United States is set
to withdraw its last troops, raising
fears of a full militant takeover or
another Afghan civil war.
The Taliban captured all of
Logar and detained its provincial
officials, Hoda Ahmadi, a lawmaker from the province, said
Saturday. She said the Taliban have
reached the Char Asyab district,
just 11 kilometers (7 miles) south
of the capital, Kabul.
The Taliban also attacked the
northern city of Mazar-e-Sharif
from several directions, setting off
heavy fighting on its outskirts,
according to Munir Ahmad
Farhad, a spokesman for the
provincial governor.

record 466 new locally acquired
Covid-19 infections on
Saturday and increased fines
for breaches of pandemic
restrictions.
The previous record tally in
New South Wales, home to
Sydney, was 390 reported on
Friday.
Four people had died
overnight, bringing the death
toll in New South Wales from
an outbreak of the delta variant
first detected in Sydney in
mid-June to 42.
New South Wales Premier
Gladys Berejiklian said fines for
breaking pandemic rules such
as breaching quarantine orders
had been increased from 1,000
Australian dollars to AU$5,000.
Sydney residents will be
restricted to within 5 kilometers (3 miles) of home, half the
distance they were previously
allowed.
The government later
announced that all of New
South Wales would be locked
down from 5 p.M. Until Aug.
22.
Deputy Premier John
Barilaro tweeted that the stayat-home orders were to minimize movement and protect
regional communities from
the evolving Covid-19 situation
in Sydney.
PTI
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he UK on Saturday reduced
day after India dismissed as
firefighting plane that was
sian Americans grew faster
the cost of Covid-19 tests Alies Pakistan's allegations of Arented from Russia crashed Athan any other minority
T
for international travellers from Indian intelligence support to Saturday in a mountainous group in the US in the last
Amber list countries like India
from 88 pounds to 68 pounds
(USD 122 to USD 94), after
many representations over the
high charges of the mandatory testing.
Passengers returning from
Green list countries or Amber
list destinations like India, if
they are fully vaccinated, will
now pay 20 pounds (USD 27)
less per Polymerase Chain
Reaction (PCR) test.
The test must be taken on
or before day two after the traveller arrives in England.
People who have not had
both doses of the coronavirus
vaccine and are returning from
Amber list countries like India
will also see the price of the two
tests they need fall from 170
pounds to 136 pounds (USD
235 to USD 188). The tests
must be taken on days two and
eight of their arrival from
abroad.

a deadly bus bombing in the
restive Pakistani province of
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa that
killed 13 people, including
nine Chinese nationals,
Islamabad on Saturday said it
will not accept New Delhi's
denial of its role in the
attack.
At least 13 people, including nine Chinese engineers,
were killed in the suicide attack
in Dasu area of Upper Kohistan
district
last
month
following which Pakistan had
ordered an investigation
into it.
Addressing a press conference here on the completion
of the probe, Pakistan Foreign
Minister Shah Mahmood
Qureshi accused India's
Research and Analysis Wing
(R&AW) and Afghanistan's
National Directorate of
Security (NDS) of carrying
out the attack.

area in southern Turkey,
Turkish State media reported.
Anadolu news agency said
the plane was linked to the
General Directory of Forestry.
Search and rescue teams were
sent to the area in
Kahramanmaras.
Private news agency DHA
said the plane crashed as it was
fighting a forest fire in the
inland Bertiz region. It said the
cause of the crash had not yet
been identified.
Kahramanmaras governor
Omer Faruk Coskun told
Anadolu that a wildfire had
begun after lightning struck
trees.
“We had dispatched a plane
to the area but we lost communication with the plane a
while ago and it crashed. The
situation is very new. We dispatched many units to the area
where the plane crashed,” he
said.

decade, rising to 24 million in
2020, according to the first
detailed data released from
last year''s census.
The growth in the
American population over the
last decade was driven entirely by minority communities,
according to the new data
released on Thursday by the US
Census Bureau.
The number of white
Americans declined for the
first time since the nation's
founding in 1776.
Non-Hispanic whites make
up just under 58 per cent of the
American population, the first
time since the census was first
conducted that they have fallen under the 60 per cent
mark.
By contrast, the 2000 census showed non-Hispanic
whites made up just over 69 per
cent of the population, and 63.7
per cent in 2010.

Istanbul: The death toll from
severe floods and mudslides in
coastal Turkey has climbed to
at least 44, the country's emergency and disaster agency said
Saturday.
Torrential rains that
pounded the Black Sea
provinces of Bartin, Kastamonu
and Sinop on Wednesday
caused flooding that demolished homes, severed at least
five bridges, swept away cars
and rendered numerous roads
unpassable.
Turkish disaster agency
AFAD said 36 people were
killed in Kastamonu, seven in
Sinop and one in Bartin.
Nine people remained hospitalized in Sinop, according to
the agency. But some residents
in Kastamonu said on social
media that there are hundreds
more missing, a statement also
made by an opposition lawmaker.
Rescue teams and sniffer
dogs continued the painstaking
task of trying to locate residents. AFAD said 5,188 personnel, 27 rescue dogs, 19 helicopters and two search planes
were at the disaster spots.
About 2,250 people were
evacuated across the region
before, during and after the
floods, some lifted from
rooftops by helicopters. AP
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Albuquerque (US): It's only a
few days into the new school
year, but New Mexico's largest
district is reeling from a shooting that left one student dead
and landed another in custody.
The gunfire at Washington
Middle School during the
lunch hour Friday marked the
second
shooting
in
Albuquerque in less than 24
hours. With the city on pace to
shatter its homicide record this
year, top state officials said they
were heartbroken by what they
described as a scourge.
“These tragedies should
never occur. That they do tells
us there is more work to be
done,” Governor Michelle
Lujan Grisham said.
Albuquerque
Police
Deputy Commander Kyle
Hartsock described the shooting as an isolated incident
between two students who
were believed to be about 13
years old. He said a school
resource officer ran toward
the two boys after gunfire
erupted and prevented any
other violence while tending to
the boy who was shot.
Investigators were trying
to determine how the student
obtained the gun and what may
have prompted the shooting,
Hartsock said. Other students
were being interviewed as
detectives tried to piece together what happened, he said.AP
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ealthy macro-economic
data as well as hopes of a
faster economic revival lifted
India's key equity market
indices' on Friday.
Initially, the two key equity indices had a gap up opening
and continued to move higher,
however, a late session bout of
profit booking capped gains.
Accordingly, the S&P BSE
Sensex breached the 55,487.79
points mark, while NSE
Nifty50 reached 16,543.60
points.
Globally, Asian stock markets traded mostly lower as
traders remained concerned
over the recent regulatory
crackdown in China and the
alarming spread of the highly
contagious coronavirus variants in the region.
However, European stocks
scaled new highs hitting a
record high for the tenth
straight session and were on
track for their fourth consecutive week of gains on optimism
over a strong earnings season
and steady recovery from the
pandemic-led economic downturn.
On the domestic front,

S consumer sentiment in
early August fell to its
lowest level in a decade amid
concerns over the spread of the
Delta Covid-19 variant, according to a survey released by the
University of Michigan.
The preliminary consumer
sentiment index fell to 70.2 in
the first half of August from a
final reading of 81.2 in July,
marking the lowest level since
2011, the survey released on
Friday revealed.
"Consumers reported a
stunning loss of confidence in
the first half of August,"
Richard Curtin, chief economist for the survey, said in a
statement, adding the losses
were widespread across
income, age, and education
subgroups and observed across

H

U

Capital Goods, Telecom and IT
sectors rose the most, while
Realty and Healthcare fell.
Consequently, the S&P
BSE Sensex closed the day's
trade at 55,437.29, higher by
593.31 points or 1.08 per cent
from its previous close.
The NSE Nifty50 ended the
session at 16,529.10, higher by
164.70 points or 1.01 per cent
from its previous close.
"Encouraging data points
overnight helped as did the
hopes of an early relaxations of
the balance Covid curbs,"
Deepak Jasani, Head of Retail
Research, HDFC Securities.
"Late profit-taking led to
advance decline ratio turning
negative from positive early in
the day. The broader indices
underperformed the larger

peers with both the S&P BSE
MidCap and S&P BSE
SmallCap almost unchanged."
According to Siddhartha
Khemka, Head - Retail
Research, Motilal Oswal
Financial Services: "On domestic front, CPI-based retail inflation came in at a three-month
low of 5.6 per cent YoY in July
2021, as against 6.7 per cent
YoY in July 2020. With July
2021 inflation data, CPI-based
inflation is likely to average
around 5.5 per cent in FY22,
moderately lower than 5.7 per
cent YoY forecast by the RBI."
"This would be within
RBI's comfort zone and hence
more likely that RBI would
maintain its monetary policy
stance in the near term as
well."

all regions.
"There is little doubt that
the pandemic's resurgence due
to the Delta variant has been
met with a mixture of reason
and emotion.
"Consumers have correctly reasoned that the economy's
performance will be diminished over the next several
months, but the extraordinary
surge in negative economic
assessments also reflects an
emotional response, mainly
from dashed hopes that the
pandemic would soon end," he
added.
The fall in consumer sentiment came as Covid-19 cases,
hospitalisations and deaths are
rising at a record level across
the country.
According to the Centers
for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC), the seven-

day average of new Covid-19
cases in the US have reached
about 113,000 per day, a nearly 24 per cent increase from the
previous week.
Hospital admissions rose
31 per cent, to an average of
9,700 hospitalisations per day,
and fatalities increased to 452
per day, a 22 per cent spike
from the prior seven-day period.
As of Saturday morning,
the US' overall caseload and
death toll stood at 36,592,398
and 621,005, respectively,
according to the Johns Hopkins
University.
The two tallies are the
highest in the world, making
the US the worst-hit country.
Till date, 50.3 per cent of
the US population have been
fully vaccinated against the
virus, according to CDC data.
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nion Minister R K Singh
U
interacted with investors
from the US and invited them
to explore investment opportunities in the renewable energy and power sector in India.
The Power and New &
Renewable Energy Minister
also highlighted India's
achievement in the sector during his virtual meeting with the
business community.
"The meeting provided an
opportunity to the business
community to interact with
Union Minister on various
aspects the renewable energy and
power sector in India and the
associated opportunities available
to the global investors," a Power
Ministry statement said.
Singh's meeting with the

members of the US India
Business Council (USIBC) had
a theme "Advancing cleaner,
more sustainable and affordable energy to mitigate climate
change and power India's economic growth". More than 50
industry leaders cutting across
various sectors of the economy
including information technology, infrastructure developers,
renewable energy producers,
banking, aviation participated in
the event, the statement said.
During the meeting, Singh
apprised the business leaders
that India is on track to achieve
the set renewable energy target
of 450 GW by 2030 and said
that electricity distribution
reforms and the promotion of
open access to the electricity
grid will enhance the consumption of renewable energy.
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pparel exports to major
markets such as the US,
A
Europe, UK, Saudi Arabia,
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Canada, Japan, and Australia
are recording healthy growth
and the sector would contribute significantly in
achieving India's $400 billion
exports target for the current
fiscal year, AEPC said on
Saturday.
Apparel
Export
Promotion
Council

(AEPC) Chairman A
Sakthivel said apparel
exports are picking up in
every western market.
"Exports to the US
increased by 22 per cent
during January-May 2021
as compared to the same
period of previous year," he
said while addressing the
members of the council at
the 42nd Annual General
Meeting.
The chairman said he
has represented the gov-
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NTPC has invited global 'expression
of interest' to set up a pilot project on hydroSgentate-run
blending with natural gas in city gas distribution.
The expression of interest (EoI) follows the
recent tenders floated by NTPC REL for green
hydrogen fuelling station at Leh and NTPC
Vidyut Vyapar Nigam Ltd (NVVN) for procurement of Fuel Cell Buses. A dedicated 1.25 MW
solar plant is also being set up at Leh by NTPC
REL to power the hydrogen fuelling station.
"NTPC Limited, India's largest integrated
power generating company under Ministry of
Power, has floated a global Expression of Interest
(EoI) to set up a pilot project on hydrogen blending with natural gas in City Gas Distribution (CGD)
Network in India," a company statement said.
This pilot on hydrogen blending with natural gas will be the first of its kind in India and would
explore the viability of decarbonising India's natural gas grid.

ernment for fast- tracking
free trade pacts with the
European Union, UK, US,
Australia and Canada.
“India has been facing
duty disadvantages against
competitors in the major
overseas destination. India's
exports face a duty disadvantage of 9.6 per cent for
exports to EU vis-a-vis
exports from other countries like Bangladesh,
Cambodia,
Turkey,
Pakistan and Sri Lanka.
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Mumbai:Bharat Petroleum Corporation
Limited (BPCL) has launched door-to-door
delivery of 'High Speed Diesel' to meet the
growing demand.
Celebrating the 'spirit of nationalism', the
company on the eve of Independence Day also
dedicated 15 mobile bowsers and 9 jerry can
facilities in different corners of the Eastern
Region.
The initiative of door-to-door delivery
through mobile dispensers has resulted in
commissioning of 1588 FuelKarts and 129
FuelEnts within a span of about two years
across the industry.
"With just in time delivery, complete
assurance of quality and quantity, safe and
secure product handling and a host of other
benefits, FuelKart helps enhance operational
efficiency for our customers consistent with
the overall philosophy of furthering the
cause of ease of doing business," said P S Ravi,
Executive Director Retail In-charge, BPCL.
"I'm delighted that on the auspicious occasion of the nation's 75th Independence Day,
15 FuelKarts and 9 BPCL fuel stations with
jerry can fuel delivery are being dedicated to
our customers across the states in eastern
region," he added.
IANS
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THIRD
DEGREE
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ot too long after the deadly second wave
of the COVID-19 pandemic ended, the
forthcoming third wave became the
talk of the town. Several States started prepping
up for the equally dangerous, if not more, third
wave, which is expected to hit children big time.
However, a matter of discussion is what
preparation are we even doing, for who knew
the first wave will result in COVID pneumonia in the patients and that the second will
become synonymous to oxygen scarcity. Hence,
the question remains what does the third wave
hold for us, especially the children?
Will there be neurological problems or a
whole lot of digestive issues or a totally new set
of complications and symptoms? While this may
sound too unrealistic, given the continuous
mutations of the virus, it can happen sooner
than expected.
But, Dr Sumit Gupta, Senior Consultant,
Paediatrics, Columbia Asia Hospital, Ghaziabad,
has a different take and believes that in the coming days, COVID-19 may start behaving like any
other common cold virus.
“In the next few days, COVID-19 may
behave like other common cold coronaviruses
and mostly young children may be at risk who
have not yet been vaccinated or exposed to the
virus. Also, there is no concrete evidence yet
showing that children with the COVID-19
infection will have severe disease in the third
wave. However, in the absence of a vaccine for
children, we can protect them by making
them aware and asking them to follow all
COVID appropriate behaviour. But, this doesn’t mean that the rest of us can put our guards
down,” says Gupta.
The infection, he says, may happen in the
form of cold. “Even now, we have been seeing
about 15 kids every week with symptoms like
cold, fever or chills, shortness of breath and
body or muscle ache,” says Gupta.
Dr Shuchin Bajaj, Founder-Director, Ujala
Cygnus Group of Hospitals, says that the rising number of cases in Kerala continue to be a
stress for all of us because that points towards
a trend that the third wave may hit us towards
the end of August or early September as it has
been feared.
“Our only hope is that with the high zero
positivity rate already present in North India,
and with the increasing pace of vaccinations, we
may be spared of a lethal or a very high morbidity wave and we may see a mild wave like in
the UK. However, we may see a variety of symptoms including gastrointestinal, conjunctivitis,
headache, fatigue, loss of appetite, in addition
to the symptoms that we have seen in the previous year. So we should be careful and we
should watch out for any such symptoms, especially symptoms like diarrhoea and vomiting,”
says Bajaj.
Dr Abha, Paediatrician, Sharda Hospital,
says that fortunately, children have been relatively less affected so far due to several factors. The most important being the less expression of specific receptors to which this virus
binds to the host and also their immune system. “A very small percentage of infected children may develop moderate to severe disease
in the third wave. But, if there is a massive
increase in the overall numbers of infected indi-
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viduals, a larger number of children with
moderate to severe disease may be seen. It is
very difficult to comment on which presentations would predominate in children because
so far we have seen variable symptoms and complications in children that include the involvement of gastrointestinal, respiratory and neurological system,” she says.
Another entity known as Multisystem
Inflammatory Syndrome ( MIS-C) may also be
seen due to immune dysregulation and some
of these cases may also turn severe. “However,
the silver lining is that it’s a treatable condition
with a good outcome, if diagnosed early,”
Abha tells you.
Dr Nidhi Rawal, Senior Consultant,
Paediatric Gastroenterologist, Madhukar
Rainbow Children’s Hospital, agrees with Abha
and says that so far, a lot of varied symptoms
were seen in children.
“They can range from mild flu-like illness
with fever and cough to severe complications
such as MISC. So we as doctors and healthcare
providers will have to have a low threshold to
evaluate and treat a child for COVID-19, if standardised treatment approach fails,” says Rawal.
She adds that children tend to have more
digestive tract symptoms such as abdominal
pain, bloating, nausea and diarrhoea. “GI
symptoms are seen in 20-30 per cent of children
and are usually mild but can persist for about
three months after the patient has tested negative for COVID. It usually requires supportive care with some diet modification and use
of probiotics and most kids recover well,” opines
Rawal.
In such a scenario, where doctors believe it
is not incorrect to look for other treatments if
standardised approach fails in the third wave,
is it right to say we are all-prepared?
“All efforts are underway to make sure that
our children are and will be safe. All major hospitals in the country are putting in place the
required infrastructure in case the third wave
affects children drastically. We have also set up
paediatric intensive care units (PICUs) at our
hospital,” Gupta tells you.
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With that being said, it is a no-brainer that
the experience of handling the first and second
wave will help the healthcare providers fight the
virus more effectively.
“We all know that the second wave posed
a big challenge and there were many fatalities
due to the deadly infection as authorities
failed to prepare adequately. We cannot predict
the challenges or consequences of third wave
clearly but strong measures and the experience
of first and second waves will help in avoiding
fatalities,” says Gupta.
Dr Garima, Paediatrician, Sharda Hospital,
too believes that the doctors, during the first and
second wave, has learned a lot about COVID19 illness from our shared experiences in
adult medicine. And as for children, various
guidelines on the management of COVID are
in place.
“The paediatricians have been sensitized
and trained on COVID management. We are
ready for a more significant number of
patients seeking consultations and will work
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towards educating the parents regarding the illness and warning signs on different platforms,
and also arranging more COVID wards for children with more special wards such as high and
intensive care units (ICU). high dependency
units (HDU),” she tells you.
Rawal says that while the previous experiences of understanding the effects of COVID19 virus on our body as well as new devised
treatment plans will definitely help us manag-
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ing children and adults in the third wave, but
we have to understand that children are affected differently than adults. “Hence, they might
require a completely different treatment and
guidelines,” opines Rawal.
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SARS-CoV-2 virus continues mutating and
a new variant that could be worse than Delta
can emerge. In such a scenario, there is no vaccine for children yet and this sets alarm bells
ringing over their safety during the upcoming
third wave. A lot of schools are reopening as
parents and the Government are also concerned
about the future of children and there is no solid
proof, yet that third wave will specifically target children. The lack of vaccine is, of course,
a big challenge and schools and colleges can
avoid the risk by opting for online classes and
ask students to follow all COVID protocols in
case they need to come in person. Children in
primary classes should ideally stay at home,
advises Gupta.
Bajaj agrees with Gupta and mentions that
lack of vaccine for children is a red alert. “It goes
without saying that vaccine stays important for
both adults and children. The reason why many
experts are predicting that the third wave will
hit children is because of the lack of a vaccine
for them. The complications might differ,
there can be several mutations, but we need to
have a vaccine for the younger population as
soon as possible. Several companies, including
Pfizer, are conducting vaccine trials on children
below the age of 12 and the data will be available by the end of this year, most probably. So,
until then, we would like to again emphasize on
the fact that masks, sanitiser and social distancing are here to stay, at least for this year, to
say the least. Whether the cases are low or high,
make sure that you and your children are following COVID appropriate behaviour at all
times. With that being said, vaccine or no vaccine, don’t put your guards down already,” he
concludes.
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ngland captain Joe Root
continued his dream run
with an artistic 22nd hundred to ensure a morale boosting first innings lead as the second Test against India is poised
for an interesting finish in the
next couple of days.
Root (180 not out), who
scored his second successive
hundred of this series, took
England from a position of
weakness to strength with the
first innings total of 391 after
India scored 364 in their first
essay.
More than the quantum of
lead which stands at 27 currently, it is the psychological advantage that England gained after a
poor first day which will put
them in good stead as their
bowlers would go flat out to dismiss the low on confidence
Indian middle order cheaply on
the fourth day.
En route his 321-ball knock,
Root became the first England
captain to hit five hundreds in
a season and also complete a
personal milestone of 9000 Test
runs while clinically annihilating the Indian attack which has
till now failed to crack the ‘Root
Code’.
If these records were not
enough, he is also now the first
English captain with six 150 plus
scores, a testimony to his knack
of hitting ‘Daddy Hundreds’.
His sequence of scores now
reads 64, 109, 180* in this series.
What makes him more special
is the fact that he had made an
attack, which otherwise gave a
decent account of themselves,
look pedestrian with his
counter-punches that included
18 boundaries.
Mohammed Siraj (30-7-944) had the most number of wickets but bowled too many boundary balls in that first session
along with Mohammed Shami
(26-3-94-2), who would like to
forget this innings in a hurry.
Old workhorse Ishant
Sharma (24-4-69-3) once again

batting on the third day and Root wasn't going to let the chance of making
merry go abegging on a sunny Saturday.
As many as 97 and 98 runs were
scored in first two sessions, signalling the
plight of the Indian bowling attack.
Root started the first session with a
square drive off Siraj to reach his third
successive fifty plus score in the series.
After a wicketless first session, India
did enjoy some good moments when
Siraj got Bairstow with a bumper and
Ishant bowled Buttler but Moeen Ali was
again given loose balls on platter as
England closed in on the lead.
From 341 for 5, there was another
lower-order slump which had England at
358 for 8 before Root played a flick off
Siraj to give his team the lead.
"^TDUcd4Qi$
And as if to celebrate, he played
<YfUVb_]#*# `]9CD a reverse ramp shot off Siraj and then
smote over mid-wicket to increase
D@?JD:I?6EH@C<
India’s miseries.
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London: Young opener Prithvi
Shaw and flamboyant batsman
Suryakumar Yadav, who were
included in the Test squad for
the ongoing England tour,
have joined the Indian team at
did his part but at times looked
tired in his later spells although

the Lord’s. “Prithvi Shaw and
Suryakumar Yadav have completed their quarantine period
and have joined the team at
Lord’s,” the BCCI’s media team
stated.
PTI
the in-cutter that cleaned up Jos
Buttler (23) would be any pacer’s

0?

dream.
But England batting was all about
Root and how he controlled the narrative with superb technique and the sublime range of strokes on the off-side.
Unlike India’s tour of 2018, Root has
now a reduced backfoot trigger movement and the front-foot rather than going
across the off-stump moves a shade
towards middle-stump. This slight tweak
gives more chance of playing the drives
through the off-side.
Jonny Bairstow (57 off 107 balls) did
help him with a 121 run stand for the
fourth wicket as the first session was a virtual nightmare for Indian bowlers.
Root’s gameplan actually upset India’s
strategy as the first hour on third morning produced 54 runs with a flurry off
boundaries coming off Siraj and Shami.
Kohli’s decision to not start with
Ishant or Bumrah first-up didn’t help the
cause as runs leaked easily in the form
of cover and square drives and along with
the whip through mid-wicket region.
It did help that the pitch was best for

BOTTLE CORK THROWN AT KL
A bottle cork was hurled at India’s
first-innings centurion K L Rahul from
the spectators stand during the pre-lunch
session while an English fan dressed in
India kit entered the field before tea, in
two separate incidents on the third day
of the second Test.
Rahul, who scored a sublime 129 in
the first innings, was seen with an
object that looked like a champagne bottle cork during the 69th over, bowled by
Shami.
It was after the fourth delivery of
Shami’s over that Rahul, who was fielding near the boundary ropes, was targeted.
Indian skipper Virat Kohli wasn’t
pleased with the incident and instructed Rahul to throw it outside.
In another incident which many
Indian players found amusing, a burly
English fan, with ‘Jarvo’ printed on the
back of his jersey, entered the field of play.
When the security officials intercepted, he pointed at the BCCI logo on his
jersey and made gestures of trying to set
the field, much to the amusement of
Mohammed Siraj, who had a hearty
laugh.
The security did get hold of him
before he was ejected out of the venue.
It couldn’t be confirmed whether he was
in an inebriated state considering beer
is allowed in English and Australian
grounds.
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middle-order batsman Shreyas Iyer on Saturday reached
Dubai to train and be ready for the upcoming phase two of
Ithendia’s
Indian Premier League, starting September 19.
Iyer, who led the Delhi Capitals to the title clash in the 2020
season, is making a comeback after nearly five months of intense
rehabilitation.
He had undergone a shoulder surgery on April 8 after a horrific on-field injury during an ODI in Pune.
“Yes, Shreyas has already reached Dubai and will start training after completion of all the quarantine protocols,” a senior official close to DC said.
“The Delhi Capitals team is arriving by the end of this month
but Shreyas wants to start training and be on level terms by the
time he touches base with the squad.”
Iyer has his childhood coach and also Delhi Capitals’ batting coach Praveen Amre with him for help.
“Praveen has travelled with
Shreyas to help him during the first
week when the team and the net
bowlers aren’t available. Since BCCI
SOP protocols don’t allow any outside net bowler, it is expected that
Shreyas will be helped with throwdowns by Praveen,” the source said.
“In these Covid times, it is
very difficult to get quality training
time in India. Since the DC team
would be doing hard quarantine in
India for five to six days before travelling to UAE, it would have
delayed his training time by at least
10 days.
“He can now make full use and
integrate into the main
squad and train the
last three weeks before
the tournament starts
with DC,” the source
added.
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atting legend Ricky Ponting
has backed Australian playB
ers to feature in the rescheduled
Indian Premier League in the
UAE, saying it would be an ideal
preparation ahead of T20 World
Cup in October.
The IPL will squeeze its
remaining 31 games between
September 19 and October 15
while the T20 World Cup will
be held just after that from
October 17 to November 14.
Both tournaments will be held
in the UAE.
“Those guys that haven’t
played for three or four months
now, they need to get back into
the groove of playing highquality cricket against the best
players in the world,” Ponting
was quoted by cricket.com.au as
telling Australia Test captain
Tim Paine in a conversation on
SEN radio.
“No doubt it’s their best
preparation to be in those exact
conditions, playing in probably
the strongest domestic T20
tournament in the world,” said
Ponting, who will head to Dubai
as head coach of IPL side Delhi
Capitals.
Fast bowler Pat Cummins,

who skipped the West Indies
and Bangladesh tours to spend
time with his pregnant fiance, is
not expected to return to the
IPL with his first child due in the
middle of the rescheduled tournament.
“For second half of this season it’s going to be really tough
to get over there,” Cummins said
in a vlog on his YouTube channel.
“We’ll see how it plays out
but at this stage it might be a bit
too hard, but with the World
Cup straight after that, I’m hoping to be good to go for that.”
Riley Meredith, Dan
Christian, Moises Henriques,
Mitchell Marsh, Adam Zampa,
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lympic champion javelin
thrower Neeraj Chopra has
developed high fever over the
past few days after returning to
the country to a rousing welcome following his historic feat
at the Tokyo Games, but he has
tested negative for Covid-19.
The 23-year-old became the
toast of the country after he
clinched the elusive athletics
Gold medal in the Olympics to
become only the second Indian
to win an individual yellow
metal at the Games.
But a couple days after
returning home on Monday, he
developed high fever and underwent a Covid-19 test on the
advice of doctors.
“He has tested negative for
Covid-19. But we have put all his
engagements on hold for the
time being,” a source privy to the
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development said.
The Government felicitated
Chopra and all other medallists
on Monday, before the Athletics
Federation of India (AFI) did the
same the next day.
Chopra skipped both the
felicitation functions organised
by Punjab and Haryana
Governments on Thursday and

New Delhi: President Ram
Nath Kovind on Saturday said
India’s performance in the
Tokyo Olympics was outstanding and the entire country is
proud of the contingent.
Kovind has hosted a ‘high
tea’ at the Rashtrapati Bhavan
cultural centre for the Indian
contingent that participated in
the Tokyo Olympics 2020.
While interacting with the
Indian contingent, the
President said the entire country is proud of them for bringing glory to the nation, according to a Rashtrapati Bhavan

statement.
This team has won the
highest number of medals in
the history of our participation
in Olympics so far, Kovind said.
Their achievements have
inspired the youth to take part
in sports, he said, adding that
a positive attitude towards
sports has also been created
among the parents.
The President said India’s
performance in the Tokyo
Olympics was outstanding
not only in terms of achievements but also in terms of
potential.
PTI

Friday respectively.
It remains to be seen
whether he turns up for the felic-

itation function organised by the
Indian Olympic Association
(IOA) on Sunday.

Andrew Tye and Josh Philippe
were all part of the side that
toured the Caribbean and
Bangladesh, and all hold IPL
deals.
Marsh and Philippe had
opted out of the first stage of the
IPL tournament that was held
in India.
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ormer India U-19 World
Cup-winning captain
F
Unmukt Chand has signed a
deal with Silicon Valley
Strikers for the 2021 season of
the Minor League Cricket
(MLC) in USA.
The 28-year-old, who
announced his retirement
from all forms of cricket on
Friday, will make his debut for
the Strikers against the Socal
Lashings at the Morgan Hill
Outdoor Sports Complex in a
Toyota Minor League Cricket
Championship on Saturday.
Chand has relocated to the
San Francisco Bay Area and
signed a multi-year agreement with Major League
Cricket to support the development of the game in the
United States by playing with
and mentoring the next generation of American cricketers,
according to the league’s website.
“I’m delighted to take the
next step in my cricket career
by being part of the long-term
growth of American cricket
and the launch of Major
League Cricket,” said Chand.
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iverpool got their season
off to the best possible start
as they beat newly-promoted Norwich 3-0 at Carrow
Road on Saturday.
An even start to the game
saw both sides enjoy spells of
possession but it was Liverpool
who went closest to scoring as
Diogo Jota had his header
tipped over the bar by Tim Krul.
The Canaries were clearly
up for a fight though and almost
got a goal of their own soon
after as Teemu Pukki’s effort was
saved by Allison.
Liverpool pushed forward
again however and did get their
goal on 26 minutes as Jota
pounced on a poor Mohamed
Salah touch and poked home.
After the break
Jürgen Klopp’s men
almost doubled their
advantage as Sadio Mané
went close but had his
effort blocked by Ben
Gibson.
They did eventually
get their second however as Salah squared to
Roberto Firmino who
tapped into an empty net
and then grabbed a third
through the Egyptian soon after.
Earlier, Manchester United
enjoyed a dream start to the
Premier League season as
Bruno Fernandes scored a hattrick in a 5-1 thrashing of Leeds
in front of 73,000 at Old
Trafford, while Chelsea swept
aside Crystal Palace 3-0.
Over 300,000 fans are
expected to attend the opening
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weekend of the season with full
crowds restored following the
easing of coronavirus restrictions.
United were inspired by a
raucous atmosphere as
Fernandes and Paul Pogba combined to blow away Marcelo
Bielsa’s men.
Fernandes walked away
with the match ball,
but Pogba was just as
impressive as the
Frenchman produced
four assists for the
Portuguese’s first two
goals and second-half
strikes from Mason
Greenwood and Fred.
“I can’t remember the last time that
happened,” said
Solskjaer on Pogba’s quartet of
assists.
“Paul’s got that quality and,
when you’ve got runners willing
to make runs and create space
for others, it opens up.”
Luke Ayling’s stunning
strike early in the second-half
briefly brought Leeds level, but
it was another Old Trafford trip
to forget for them after also
being thrashed 6-2 last season.

“To have lost the way we
lost cannot be described as just
a blip,” said Bielsa.
CHELSEA CRUISE
After seeing United display their title credentials,
European champions Chelsea
dispatched Palace in Patrick
Vieira’s first match in charge of
the Eagles with ease to make
their own case.
Marcos Alonso’s free-kick
and Christian Pulisic’s scuffed
finish gave Thomas Tuchel’s
men a commanding 2-0 lead
before half-time.
Centre-back
Trevoh
Chalobah then marked his
Premier League debut with a
long-range strike to round off
the scoring.
Elsewhere, Rafael Benitez
went a long way to quieting his
doubters at Everton as the
Toffees came from behind to
beat Southampton 3-1.
Adam Armstrong’s opener
on his debut for the Saints saw
Benitez’s men booed off at halftime at Goodison Park with
many of the home fans still
unhappy at the appointment of
the former Liverpool manager.

But the mood was lifted
straight after half-time by
Richarlison’s equaliser before
Abdoulaye Doucoure and
Dominic Calvert-Lewin
ensured Benitez got off to a winning start.
Leicester also secured all
three points as Jamie Vardy’s
deft flick proved the difference
in a 1-0 win over Wolves.
The FA Cup winners are
once again seen as the biggest
threat to the established top four
of champions Manchester City,
United, Chelsea and Liverpool
for a place in the Champions
League next season and were
worthy winners despite two big
missed chances from Adama
Traore in Bruno Lage’s first
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game in charge of Wolves.
Life for Aston Villa without
Jack Grealish got off to a terrible start as Watford celebrated
their return to the top flight with
a 3-2 win at Vicarage Road.
Goals from Emmanuel
Dennis, Ismaila Sarr and Cucho
Hernandez had the Hornets
cruising towards victory.
John McGinn pulled a goal
back and Danny Ings netted
from the penalty spot on his
debut, but it was too little, too
late for Villa.
Brighton bounced back
from conceding inside two minutes at Burnley to win 2-1 at
Turf Moor thanks to secondhalf goals from Neal Maupay
and Alexis MacAllister.

held to a 1-1 draw at Borussia
Moenchengladbach in a hardfought opening game of the new
Bundesliga season on Friday.
Gladbach deservedly took
the lead when French striker
Alassane Plea fired past Bayern
goalkeeper Manuel Neuer with
just ten minutes gone.
Lewandowski levelled just
before the break from a corner,
but both sides wasted secondhalf chances to grab the winner.
Only superb saves from
home goalkeeper Yann Sommer
repeatedly
denied
Lewandowski and the
Bayern attack.
WINNING START
On Saturday, Marco
Rose’s
Borussia
Dortmund tenure got off to an
impressive start as his side hammered Eintracht Frankfurt.

Dortmund took
the lead midway
through the first half,
when Erling Haaland
raced away from the
Frankfurt defence
before teeing up
Marco Reus to score his 100th
Bundesliga goal for the club.
But their lead lasted just a

few minutes, with Felix
Passlack’s challenge on Rafael
Santos Borré trickling agonisingly past goalkeeper Gregor
Kobel for an unfortunate own
goal.
BVB soon went back in
front, however. Haaland was
again the provider as he set up
Thorgan Hazard to fire past
Kevin Trapp into the roof of the
net.
Provider then turned scorer when Haaland opened his
account for the season to make
it 3-1 after being one-on-one
with Trapp.
The fourth goal did soon
come in the second half, when
Haaland’s effort deflected into
the path of Giovanni Reyna to
scramble the ball home.
Haaland then bagged his
second of the game to make it
5-1 with 20 minutes remaining
after being played in by Reyna.
Substitute Jens Petter Hauge
scored a late consolation goal on
his Frankfurt debut, and 5-2 was
how it finished.
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Manchester: Raphael Varane
was paraded as a new
Manchester United player
ahead of Saturday’s Premier
League opener against Leeds
after signing a four-year contract with the Red
Devils on Saturday.
“Manchester
United
is
delighted to
announce the
signing of
R aphael
Varane, keeping him at the
club until June
2025,” United said
in a statement.
He was given a
huge ovation by the
76,000 crowd inside
Old Trafford as he
entered the field
minutes before kickoff. “Manchester
United is one of the

most iconic clubs in world
football and the chance to
come here and play in the
Premier League is something
I couldn't turn down,” said
Varane.
“There is a lot
more that I want to
achieve in my career
and I know
I’m joining a
squad full of
great players
who will all
have
the
same determination to win
matches and trophies.” A World Cup
winner with France
in 2018, Varane won
four Champions
League and three La
Liga titles with Real
Madrid during 10
years in the Spanish
capital.
AFP
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wrestler Vinesh
Phogat has sent her apolSogyuspended
to the Wrestling
Federation of India (WFI),
which had barred her from
competitions on grounds of
indiscipline during the
Tokyo Olympics but the parent body may still not allow
her to compete in the
upcoming
World
Championship.
Vinesh, who exited from
the Tokyo Games following
her shock quarterfinal defeat,
was suspended by the WFI
for not staying and training
with her Indian teammates
and for sporting the name of
her personal sponsor on her
singlet instead of the official
sponsor of the Indian contingent.
A day after her suspension, Vinesh had revealed her

physical and mental struggle
during the Games where she
did not have the services of
her personal physio.
The 26-year-old on
Friday replied to the notice
sent to her by the WFI.
“WFI has received the
reply and Vinesh has apologised,” a source, aware of the
developments, said. “But it is
very much possible that
despite apology, she may not
still be allowed to travel to
the World Championship,”
the sources added.
The WFI is not pleased
with the way private sports
NGOs like OGQ and JSW,
who sponsor many Indian
athletes, are handling the
Indian wrestlers as it feels
they are ‘spoiling’ them.
The WFI has said that it
will not allow them to interfere in the affairs of the
senior wrestlers in future.

Vinesh is supported by
OGQ while Bajrang Punia
gets support from JSW.
It has also been learnt
that Sonam Malik, who has
apologised for her misconduct, may also be barred
from appearing in the trials
for
the
World
Championship, scheduled to
be held in Norway from
October 2-10.
The trials are expected to
be held in the last week of
this month.
The source also added
that Divya Kakran, who
was also served a notice for
misconduct three months
back, may also be barred
from appearing in the trials.
She competes in the 68kg
category.
The WFI will decide on
the fate of the three wrestlers
either on Monday or
Tuesday.
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talktime
GULSHAN GROVER

Q What is Oye Mamu about?

It is a fun-filled film that has plenty of laugh moments.
It ha a quirky sense of humour that I am sure those who have
watched it have loved it. It has Ruslaan Mumtaz, Kulraj
Randhawa, Brijendra Kala, Asrani, Tiku Talsania and
Mohan Kapoor. I had a lot of fun being part of this movie.
Q How did you come on board for the project?
The producers of the project approached me and offered
me the role of a villain; I play Pinky bhaiyya. He is one person who is not to be messed with. When you do
these kind of roles, you walk a razor’s edge. It
is a comedy and I play the villain. I had to
ensure that I played the goon to the hilt and
without missing out on the laughter quotient.
Q What made you do this comedy film?
When I was approached for the role, I
loved the narration of my character. Pinky
bhaiyya is the bad guy here. However, it
is a comedy film. I loved how I had to
maintain a straight face and yet be funny
and be villainous at the same time.
Comedy is a tough genre to tackle.
You can really mess it up. We have
done our best to make sure that the
audience had plenty of laughs.
Then there is my look. I had to put
on a lot of weight for this role.
Q Has the quintessential villain has
vanished?
Yes, definitely. But there is a reason for this. Today, the quintessential
villain no longer exits in real life too.
Gone are the days when the villain was
totally black. Back then, the hero was
white and the villain was all black. He had
no shades of grey. Today, the society has
changed. The villains of today have shades
to them. Just like in real life, even a normal
person has shades to his personality. People are
no longer absolutely good. Films are a reflection
of what the society is. If the yesteryear villain has
disappeared how can our films continue to have
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such a character. If you see, today’s films have shades; each character is neither good nor bad. The bad man has disappeared.
However, there is an exception. Sooryavanshi, sees the return of
the bad man.
Q You play Usmani in this movie. What’s your character like?
Like I said, the movie sees the return of the bad man. People
have been waiting for his return for a long time. I play the main
opposition to Akshay Kumar’s character in the film here. Then
there is Ajay Devgn, Ranveer Singh and Katrina Kaif. It will be
interesting film to watch. He doesn’t see that what he is doing
is wrong. For him, what he is doing is correct.
Q Has it been tough to reinvent yourself?
Every actor who wants to work in the industry has to change
with times. If you can’t change, you won’t last for very long here.
Change is inevitable. Everybody has to change. You can’t get stuck
in the past and lament about what had happened. You have live
in the present and and see how you can remain relevant in the
future. This is true not just for people who work in the industry.
Q How tough has it been to work with all the COVID restrictions?
It has been extremely difficult. The last one-and-a-half-years
has been tough for all why just actors. The whole idea of maintaining social distancing and staying safe has take a toll of everyone of us. It has not been easy. There is fear and anxiety among
the people the minute they step out. It is difficult to survive under
this new normal. But humans are resilient.
Q Do you think releasing movies on the digital platform is now
the normal?
Definitely. I would say that OTT is no longer the alternative. One has to have a mix — that of movies being aired in theatres and those that are releasing in the digital space. From here
on, it has to be a combination of both. Earlier,, people released
movies on the OTT because they felt it was a good option. Today,
it is a necessity. In the future as well, digital space and cinema
halls will have to work hand-in-hand. But now Akshay Kumar’s
Bell Bottom is releasing in theatres later this week (August 19).
I am sure that people will return to cinemas to watch this one.
Q What next?
Besides Sooryavanshi, there are a couple of projects. There
is Indian 2 with Kamal Hasan. There are a few more but it is too
early to talk about them.
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his Independence Day, let’s take advantage of these local seasonal foods to revitalise our body and our
daily routine as recommended by celebrity nutritionist and #vocalforlocal advocate Rujuta Diwekar in
her latest audiobook titled Eating in the Age of Dieting available on Audible.in.
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According
to the nutritionist, this
seasonal delicacy and
king of fruits
rides the
summermonsoon
waves. Apart from just being great in taste,
soaking mangoes in water for a good 20 to
30 minutes make them a quick and effective cleanser of the entire system.
In her own words Rujuta says “to look
like a queen you will need to keep good
company of this king of fruits.”
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“Five times richer in
Vitamin C than an
orange”, says Diwekar in
her latest audiobook.
Cashew Apple is a summer conical fruit that
makes for the “perfect
tangy drink with just a
single bite”. Being rich in
carbohydrates, this fruit
has excellent antitumor
and antimicrobial properties - that's exactly why
even the global food
giants are interested in it.
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Loved by everyone,
this staple dessert usually
finds its way to every celebration due to its
gooey goodness.
Overloaded with
flavours, Gajar
halwa is never really
considered good for one’s
health. But Diwekar busts

this common myth
around this seasonal delicacy and states, “Gajar
halwa, that is cooked
with love, warmth
and joy in your
kitchen can be
and in fact, always is
100 times healthier than
cereals”.

“Amla ka dose har roze” says Diwekar. Being the
answer to flaky scalps, scaly skin and ailing the body to
restore moisture; Amla, “The Wonder fruit” is a great
fix to several issues. Its iron, magnesium and vitamin B
soothes the nerves during winter and is key to counter
ageing with its phytonutrients, antioxidants and digestive enzymes. The king of winter fights infections,
and even headaches or dizziness with its high
levels of vitamin C. Amla can be consumed
as is or had as chyavanprash, pickle, sharbat or even murabba.
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This is a winter delicacy, with essential fatty
acids to “add char chand on to the celebrations” yet can be eaten year round. Til is
the richest non-dairy source of calcium
and is also rich in essential fats, copper,
magnesium and zinc. A perfect answer for
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Y What is Broken But
Beautiful about?
The series is the story of
gloom, unrequited love and
heart break and much more.
All the things here are relatable.
These are things that we see in
our day-to-day life and relationships. This is a lovely story
about all these things.
Y With the change in content,
has it ushered in different
kind of movies?
I definitely think so. But it
is not just the young audience;
it is the viewers in general that
has become exposed to different kind of cinema and shows.
With OTT coming in the picture, I really love seeing the different characters and the kind
of stories being explored and
there is room for so much new
and exciting things today. I am
happy that I am part of this
industry in terms of work that
is being done now.
Y What is your role here and
why did you agree for this

painful joints with its unique taste and nutritional properties. That’s exactly why food containing til should be consumed. It has all
it takes to keep your bones, tendons,
joints and ligaments well-nourished,
lubricated, supple and pain-free.”
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project?
I play Sakshi and second
lead who comes into Agastya’s
life. She comes in when he is
going through some tough
times. She helps him through
this phase in his life. Sakshi is
a very grounded character and
deals with each situation with
a lot of maturity. This is what
attracted me to this role. She is
so different from what has
been seen or heard about. It
was nice to step into her shoes
and walk with her; it is fresh
take on a role. I also took it up
because I thought it would be
a good challenge to essay her
given the fact that she goes
through so many things in her
life.
Y How did acting happen?
I did my major in editing;
it was something that I had
decided to pursue when I was
15. At the same time, acting
was very much a part of my life.
I started acting when I was
three. It was what I did on the

side lines. But I took up professional much later. I did it
because I wanted no regrets in
life.
Y How did you end up assistant editor?
Media studies was part of
my curriculum and learnt editing and loved the entire
process. This is where all the
magic happens. I got my
internship for Gunday. Before
this, I was in New Zealand as
a trainee assistant editor. Here
I got my job for the movie and
I worked as assistant editor for
three years.Then I got Sultan.
Y Where does your forte lie?
I love editing and being an
actor. Right now, I am concentrating on acting. I can
only hope that I get some
good work.
Y What are your future
plans?
I am in talks for a few projects but it is too soon to talk
about them. I just look forward
to some good work.
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f Nehru and Modi were contemporaries,
who would have more Twitter followers
and whose posts would be retweeted a
greater number of times? Despite evident
dispositional and temperamental differences, what could have been the commonalities
among Manmohan Singh, Jawaharlal Nehru,
Indira Gandhi, and Narendra Modi that made
them retain premiership for more than a term.
How androgynous Indira would have to be to
lead a male dominant team and principally a
patriarchal nation? Besides many other reasons,
was the attributive inconsistency between India
Shining Campaign and Atal Bihari Vajpayee’s
personality an inconspicuous cause of electoral
failure? Why have we forgotten Narsimha Rao
despite the radical changes brought to the economy by his government?
According to the late Fred I. Greenstein,
professor of Politics at Princeton University and
an American political scientist, known for his
work on political leadership and the U.S. presidency, “political institutions and processes operate through human agency. The personalities
(therefore) of political actors impinge on political affairs in countless ways, often with great
consequences.”. Correspondingly, numerous
researches in past have accurately forecasted
effects of leadership styles of various political
heads on national policy outcomes and choices.
For example, in his seminal research paper titled,
“Things I’ve learned about personality from
studying political leaders at a distance on Iraq”,
D. G. Winter predicted that Bush, in foreign
affairs, would endorse more aggressive policies,
depending particularly on whether the “hawk”
or “dove” faction of his foreign policy advisors
came to have the most influence over him.
Validly enough, US invaded Iraq.
Beyond US, predictive studies have examined leadership styles of Mugabe (Zimbabwe)
and Saddam Hussain (Iraq) and forecasted
validly the policy outcomes. An interesting
instance emerged about how despotic leadership births or forces sycophantism among followers when Mugabe was declared as the winner of a lottery run by state-operated bank that
was open for all its investors for maintaining
certain daily balance. Fallot Chawawa, Master
of Ceremonies, could hardly “believe his eyes”.
Why then no such studies are found in Indian
context?
Several challenges lay ahead such investigation. Political leaders are physically and socially
distant and often unavailable for controlled laboratory-based experimental research. It will be
surprising to see Modi or Rahul Gandhi
responding to a questionnaire sent by a psychologist without being scrutinised by their vigilant
team. Besides such bold and investigative scholarly endeavour requires an unbiased theoretical
apparatus that can produce valid and reliable
outcomes.
In my book, Narcissus or Machiavelli?:
Learning Leadership from Indian Prime Ministers,
as the name suggests I used Narcissism and
Machiavellism as personality traits that are two
universal representatives of political leadership
styles. Several political leaders ranging from
Barrack Obama to Vladimir Putin have been put
through these theoretical apparatuses to predict
some very valuable and reliable results. Since,
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political leaders are usually unavailable as
respondents for direct experimental researches,
in the book, I adopted historiometric approach.
Historiometric analysis utilises historiophoty
(the representation of history and our thought
about it in visual images and filmic discourse)
and historiography (the representation of history
in verbal images and written discourse) to examine the truth and accuracy presumed to govern
the professional (or unprofessional social media
governed) practice of psychographic profiling of
the subjects in question.
Yet another startling and unresolvable challenge lies before such scholarly industry. These
investigations oftentimes produce results and
reveal insights which may pose existential threat
to certain type of political leaders. It may lessen
the ignorance of masses whose unawareness or
innocence frequently cause escalations of undeserving (sometimes despotic) individuals to
leadership positions. Prospective and contemporary leaders with despotic or demagogic tendencies will naturally distaste and possibly disrupt
such investigations. Unlike Nasr Abu Zeid and
Mehtab Channa, not many of us are prepared to
undergo insufferable exiles and labeled as apostate. This systematic risk in such intellectual pursuit is unavoidable and yet extremely meaningful
specially in liberal democracy such as India.
Notwithstanding corollary threats, in my book, I
investigate leadership styles of imminent Indian
prime ministers and showcase policy implications. The study used comparable parameters to
reveal several interesting findings. Indicative few
are provided below.
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Political ambition for positions of power
serves as a clear indicator of several leadership
behaviors and subsequent policy decisions.
While, Singh’s ascent to the position of prime
minister was not a result of his personal aspirations or ambitions but a matter of appointment,
Rajiv Gandhi ascension was not a very dissimilar
case. Both remained aloof and dispassionate
about their positions, and uniquely and surprisingly took intermittent vacations. While Rajiv
Gandhi towards the end of his tenure showed
confidence and boldness and utilised his position to advance some of the most radical decisions with far reaching consequences,
Manmohan Singh remained resolutely reluctant.
Whereas, Rao represents the Machiavellian
ability to harbor the hope for positions of power
but never come out as explicitly ambitious, several instances indicate Nehru’s, Indira’s Desai’s
and Modi’s political ambitions. Political ambitions have invariably prompted the leaders to
adapt desperate measures to sustain the position
leading to power indigestion.
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Mentors in addition to serve as ideological
guides often shape their protégé’s public perception. The Protégé frequently therefore chose
their mentors prudently.
Some of the most prominent mentor-protege
relationships are Gandhi-Nehru, Nehru-Shastri,
Nehru-Indira, Ramanand Tirtha-Rao, and
Vajpayee-many. The relationship between
Vajpayee-RSS and Modi-RSS can also be seen
within a similar framework. The Nehru-Gandhi
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duo largely had a symbiotic relationship,
although there were rare yet circumstantial and
ideological dissents. Nonetheless, duo never
openly showed signs of departure publicly.
Similarly, while during his lifetime Nehru
acted fervently as mentor to Shastri, Shastri later
departed from several Nehruvian principles and
established his individual identity. Nehru-Indira
mentorship relation was too not an exception
where protégé systematically and evidently
departed from ideology of the mentor to more
contemporarily suited doctrines. Such departure
was never so evident or vivid in case of
Vajpayee-RSS and Modi-RSS duos. Both toyed
with association smartly and contextually. While,
there are signs of submission to senior leadership in Manmohan Singh-Sonia Gandhi duo, we
may not confidently see it as mentor-protégé
relationship due to demonstrable ideologically
stark differences.
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Singh’s accidental escalation had brought a
naïve smile on several laymen’s faces in India. As
a person of outstanding scholarly record, strong
academic inclination, and international reputation, he was supposed to bring great many
changes in right directions. Although, his timidity and reluctance were widely acknowledged,
history had shown a transition of a Gungi
Gudiya into fervent Durga. Homeostasis
nonetheless won over the situational requirements for agility.
Prime Ministers can be compared by observing whether the decision making is done unilaterally, whether delegation of duties takes place
appropriately, and whether the general style of
administration is collaborative or individualistic.
While, consensus is key to administrative post of
Prime Minister, individualism has found its ways
in several key decisions that were taken with
minimal consent and amid vehement dissents.
Nehru administrative style showcases most confusing evidences. His style evolved quickly to
suit the contemporary needs. Till his principal
freedom-fighter associates were active or alive,
Nehru was seen as collaborative leader. However,
later he pushed several decisions and agendas
(Hindu code bill, foreign relations, Panchsheel
agreement to quote a few) independently against
popular vote. Such evolutionary instances can be
seen in administrative styles of Indira and Rajiv
as well where a movement from collectivism to
individualism is apparent. Contradictorily, such
instances are rarely observed in Vajpayee, Rao,
Singh, or Shastri. Possibly, limited time in position, tumultuous coalitions, political and economic instability never allowed them to flex
their muscle.
Modi enjoys clear majority and can chose
his cabinet ministers more independently than
any of his past parallels. It is currently complicated to decipher if the consenting and submissive ministers are chosen a priori or he has
godly charisma and prudence to gain consensus easily. We shall see with time.
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Nationalism is an essential feeling which
psychologically as well as sociologically consolidates the collective identity of a nation.
National leaders strive and consciously espouse
an identity as isomorphic as possible to national identity. At artefact level, it will look terribly
awkward if a female national leader is found in
modern midi gown in public or on a foreign
official visit (or rarely a male political and village leader —Pradhan — is seen in formal
office blazer and tie). Therefore, national leaders’ speeches, attire, and even body gestures are
carefully trained to match national (current or
desired) identity. Sometimes, to an astronomical extent, fashion experts advise on wearing
self-named embroidered suit on foreign visits.
These are just trivial examples to showcase the
importance of trained isomorphic identity of
nation and its leaders.
Nehru, Indira, and Modi are the three prime
ministers that stand out in this aspect. Their successes and failures are considered, either through
propaganda or genuine efforts, as the successes
or failures of the nation (and vice versa).
Whether a victory and medal in Olympic or

nation’s successful military expedition, all are
attributed to these Prime Ministers.
While such isomorphic identity is often useful for nation’s image, nationalism must not be
misconstrued for ultra-nationalism that fascist
leaders may deploy as a tool to divide the community into us and them, although the nationalism differs from ultra-nationalism only by a thin
line. India’s integration has been attributed to
systematic and constitutional tolerance, unlike
some of our instable neighbours who changed
their political philosophy and suffered dreadful
civil rights and degenerative dissolutions.
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Noticeably, Nehru had jacket and
Chachaship, Indira was branded Durga and
Priyadarshini, Modi has Moditva and
Modinomics, others seem to have largely
missed the articulate symbolisation.
Nehru’s exterior in the visual archives is
that of a sharply dressed, well-groomed man,
though his choice of clothes evolved across
time from freedom struggler to Prime
Minister. The same can be said for Indira and
Modi who have been seen to constantly fashioning themselves according to the context.
Modi changed his appearance and grew a flowing beard and long hair during the Kolkata
assembly election campaign. Popular media
compared it with Rabindranath Tagore.
While to some extent (not equivalent to
previous three) Rajiv Gandhi and Vajpayee
both contextualised exteriors, despite the most
pivotal and unprecedented changes that were
brought in his regime, Rao did not claim complete credit or capitalise on it to enhance his
individual public stature.
Freedom is a tricky concept as it allows the
entity to sway and be swayed. While, Nehru
and Shastri believed in freedom of the press
and were not vehemently opposed to criticism
from the media, allegedly Indira, Modi, and
Rajiv went out of their way to curb the press
autonomy. Satirical jokes and cartoons were
banned during emergency and now they are
excessively scrutinised by government agencies
and vigilantes. Rao and Singh also never took
any aggressive stand against media and often
self-admittedly chose not to react to personal
critical attacks and preferred to stay silent.
To sum it up, liberal democracy as a most
inclusive form of governance requires leaders
with democratic ideals such as collectivism,
tolerance, and integrity. While democracy
allows for fair selection or rejection of leaders,
often it births disbalances created by craft
scoundrels and spell-binders with superior
quality who deploy demagogic and propagandist approaches to curry favours. Therefore,
whereas the deviations are possible, the constitutional checks are implanted to ensure healthy
displacements. And interestingly the true
democratic leaders themselves create those
checks by promoting healthy dissent in their
governments. Power and authority are not synonymous in democracy.
The writer is Associate Professor, Human
Resource Management, IIM Lucknow. He has
recently published Narcissus or Machiavelli?
Learning Leadership from Indian Prime
Ministers with Routledge India
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eople try a variety of means
to escape the pains and disappointments of life. Some try
to find happiness by visiting
places of entertainment or
through engaging in sensual pleasures. Many turn to drugs or alcohol.
All these means of escape may provide
some momentary or temporary happiness, but they are not cures. We still
must return to face the problems of life.
Some of these means of escape are even
addictive or harmful. In this age of scientific advances, we begin to wonder
if there is a way to find lasting happiness in this world. Is fulfilment possible, or is it only a dream?
If we read the writings of saints and
mystics through the ages, we find that
they discovered that true happiness and
peace lies within ourselves. In the past
few decades we find more people
coming to the same conclusion as did
the saints and mystics of the past. People
are exploring meditation as a means to
find peace and happiness within themselves. Studies in the field of science are
confirming that meditation can
improve our physical and mental wellbeing. Besides having a positive effect
on our body and mind, it also helps us
develop spiritually. Thus, meditation
can help us in the physical, mental, and
spiritual spheres of our lives.
Doctors and specialists are prescribing meditation as a treatment for
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a number of stress-related ailments,
such as heart disease, breathing difficulties, and stomach problems. Many
hospitals and medical centers have
begun to offer courses in meditation to
help their patients improve their health.
Meditation helps the body in several
ways. First, it puts us into a relaxed state.
While in meditation we forget the body.
Our limbs and body become totally
relaxed. While fully concentrated in
meditation, we even lose awareness of
any pain or discomfort in our body. The
more time we spend in meditation, the
more time our body remains relaxed.
It is said that one hour of complete concentration in meditation is equal to four
hours of sleep. Thus in our busy life,
putting in time for meditation has the
effect of several hours rest. We come out
of the meditation with renewed
strength and vitality.
Meditation is also being used to
reduce a variety of problems that affect
people mentally and emotionally. We
find that people have a host of problems
dealing with their interpersonal relationships. They are troubled by anxiety, depression, anger, fear, lack of selfesteem, and a variety of emotional conditions. A large segment of the population takes alcohol and drugs to alleviate their mental and emotional pain.
Meditation provides a solution that is
safe, effective, and lasting.
In meditation, we come in contact
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with a divine power. This power manifests itself as a loving light. When we
contact this light within ourselves, we
experience a profound peace, bliss, and
happiness. We are permeated with a
divine love that engulfs and fulfils us.
There is so much joy within us that we
do not want to leave that state. The
beauty of meditation is that intoxication remains with us even after we
resume our daily activities.
Meditation does not eliminate the
problems of life, but we look at them
from a new perspective. The problems
begin to dissipate as vaporous bubbles.
We carry this inner ecstasy with us and
can tap into it anytime we wish. This
inner bliss helps us to become oblivious to our pains and sorrows. We realise
there is more to life than this physical
world. When we realise that our life in
this world is but a temporary stay, and
that there is a life beyond, a higher reality, the problems of life do not seem to
affect as much. We recognise that the
little idiosyncrasies of other people, the
difficulties that bother us in our jobs,
homes, or neighbourhoods, are as
passing storms, and we know that there
is a realm of blue, clear skies filled with
radiant Light shining above the clouds.
On another level, meditation helps
us to Increase our powers of concentration and our efficiency in our mundane spheres. By regularly practicing
meditation, we become used to control-

ling our attention. We then can direct
our attention to focus on anything we
wish, such as our studies, our careers,
our sports, our art, or in solving problems. We become used to focusing on
one thing at a time. This concentrated
effort helps us excel in any area we
choose. Thus, besides the physical and
mental benefits of meditation, our circumstances improve due to the
increased success we gain in our life.
Traditionally, meditation has been
the means by which people developed
themselves spiritually. Whether it is
called concentration, inversion, prayer,
or meditation, each religion and philosophy speaks of it as a way to gain
knowledge of our soul and of the divine
Power within us.
For ages, humanity has wondered
about questions such as who we are,
from where did we come, to where do
we go when we die, and is there God.
Both science and religion has sought to
answer these questions. The process of
meditation is one that gives us an experiential knowledge of the Beyond and
answers to these questions.
Meditation helps us attain inner
peace. When our soul contacts the Light
beyond, we are filled with a total tranquillity and fulfilment. We become at
peace with ourselves and are not bothered by problems around us. This peace
radiates to all who come in contact with
us. Thus, we become a source of joy and
inspiration for others, whether it is our
family members, our friends and relations, our co-workers, our society, or the
world.
One of the benefits of achieving
inner peace is that it contributes to outer
peace in the world. When we rise above
our physical body and experience ourselves as soul, we also see that all other
beings are also souls. We see that the
same Light that is within us is within
everyone else. We start to realise that
we are all souls, all part of God. We are
all members of one family. When we see
our essential unity, we begin to develop love for all. When we love others as
if they were members of our own family, we feel a desire to help them. We do
not want to see anyone in pain. Thus,
we become nonviolent and peaceful.
We care about all living things and our
environment. We begin to have a positive influence on others in our environment.
If each person attained inner peace
through meditation and developed
love for all, it would not be long before
peace prevailed on our planet. We
would live in unity and harmony with
each other. In this way, our personal
attainment of peace and happiness
would contribute to a golden age of
peace and happiness on earth.
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ndependent India is 75. Our tryst with destiny has reached
an important milestone. We have celebrated this with a
till now best medal tally in the Olympics. And the Gold
in Athletics caps it. Amrit Mahotsav, then, has well begun.
But the path ahead calls for some rethinking. And sports can
offer some valuable lessons. We need to develop sportsman
spirit in public life. Learning to work together and gel as a
team is something we still find difficult. We need to perform
to the best of our ability with the purest of intentions. A lesson that people in politics need to learn. Winning is important but playing fairly is more important. Winning should
be an objective but not winning at all costs. There was a time
when India was a rich and prosperous civilisation. A world
leader in many respects. It was a knowledge society with global centres of excellence like Takshila and Nalanda. We were
into global business much before the fancy jargon globalisation was coined. We had the world’s first democracy, in
Licchavi of Vaishali. Ancient India was a marvel. Where did
we go wrong? As we prepare to celebrate the yearlong Amrit
Mahotsav, we need to ponder why we faltered. The golden
bird lost its shine in the medieval. We need to think why?
Our sports persons have done us proud, and the credit goes
only to them. What about the rest? Are we playing our game
fairly? The question needs to be answered. Finding India’s
place in the world order is not only about coining slogans
or taking credit. Loquaciousness is something we are known
for. But talking big doesn’t give results. Doing big should be
on agenda. It’s amazing what you can achieve if you don’t
care who gets the credit. But we are typically concerned about
the credit. Let this be a year of introspection to find what
we have done rather than pointing out how others have fared.
India has the potential to be the world leader it was. Only
we need that same character that we had. Every Indian has
to play a role in nation building but for that, his involvement
has to be ensured. That is where democracies are important.
A system where every citizen thinks he is a part. A democracy is not just about people talking. It is more about governments listening. This motivates people to contribute their
best. If a citizen is feels insecure his involvement in nation
building will be half-hearted. Over the years we have seen
a trust deficit society, low on camaraderie. It reminds of the
British days when any disagreement with government was
disaffection. As we await Ram temple at Ayodhya let’s remember what Lord Ram stood for. The comment of an ordinary
citizen made Him send his wife to exile because he thought
it was demand of Raj Dharma. To take India to the same
old glorious heights of Ram Rajya days we must first build
a values driven society, based on ethical principles rather than
personal convenience. A society where right, and not might
rules. A society which not only glorifies the victorious but
also respects the vanquished. That is the kind of culture we
need to build if we want India to be Vishwa Guru. To quote
Pierre de Coubertin, the founder of modern Olympic games:
“Important thing in Olympics is not to win but to take part,
the essential thing is not to have conquered but fought well.”
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hether your beliefs are
true or not, thinking
that nobody likes you
can feel incredibly lonely and
frustrating. To get to the root,
you have to find the reason
behind it and fix it for all times
to come. It could be reflecting
upon your behaviour. Making a
few changes in your attitude is
what you need to do to win
hearts. Here are few tips:
O Focus on the right people:
The hard truth of life is that
cannot gel with everyone
around us. We may have conflict of interests, opinions or
personality may be entirely different. If we focus our energy
on them, we may feel depressed
and anxious. Try to be in the
company of right people, those
who make you feel energised,
happy and support you. Stick to
those you make you feel special
when you are with them.
O Avoid judging others: It’s
natural to judge others as our
brain is wired that way.
However, being judgmental is
different. You could be judgmental if you: assume that your
assessments of other people are
always correct,rather than tentative; Make strong negative
judgments about others based
on little information; Expect
others to do things as per your
social values and morals and
Make moral judgments about
the person than about their
behaviour.
O Demonstrate Empathy and
respect: If you want people to
like you, you must understand
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hough there is only one world
exists in reality, in effect there are
two — real (big) world and our
own (small). Our small world consists
of our bodies, our families, our sources
of maintenance, etc. And the big world
consists of everything including our
small worlds, but is relevant to us in a
small way only. Take American troops
withdrawal from Afghanistan for example. Does it really concern us? Not
directly, but this does not stop us from
discussing the topic endlessly.
Coming to our small world. Are we
paying attention to our health as we
should? In the Bhagavad Gita, it is stated that we can reduce our suffering by
appropriate eating, recreation, sleeping
and striving. (6.17) There is no question of zero suffering for anyone,
because we have material bodies and
we are living in this miserable material world. (8.15) Neither are our bodies spiritual nor this is a spiritual planet. So what do we do? We ignore this
warning about appropriate habits, hoping for the best. But we know in our
hearts that there will be repercussions,
and we worry. Thus we have added-on
mental suffering to the inevitable physical sufferings.
Another aspect of our lives, which
we generally mess up quite badly is in
our personal relationships. We are
just not ready to accept that all of us
have faults. Many of these shortcomings are related to our nature. Devotees
of God have a better chance of succeeding, because help from God is required
to tame the mind, which has been
described by Lord Krishna as very difficult to control due to its fickle nature.
(6.35) To help us, the Lord has given
us the solution — to practice mind con-

T

what they go through. Be
empathetic towards those who
are having a tough time. They
may be misbehaving because
something terrible is happening in their lives. Being empathetic builds trust and support
in a relationship. People feel
loved and respected when they
are understood and they do
start liking you and you have a
made a loyal acquaintance by
showing genuine empathy and
respect for the other person.
O Do kind things to other
people: When we are kind to

others, we are able to connect
with them on a deeper level.
Showing kindness can actually
pave way to building meaningful relationships as kindness
means doing a nice act of help
and comforting others. You
show your interest in others by
being kind and there are strong
possibilities that the other person will start liking you .
O Be the one to take initiative: If you have found the
right kind of people whom you
like and wish to be friends
with, don’t wait for them to

come to you. Instead, you take
the lead and express your fondness towards them through
your actions and gestures.
O Practice Self love: If you
don’t love yourself then how do
you expect others to love you .
start practicing self love by
believing and respecting yourself. As when you have faith in
your own identity, it shows in
your behavior and your attitude
is contagious and people start
admiring you for who you are.
The writer is a life coach
and motivational speaker

trol, and be detached.
The third problem is to assume that
self is much bigger than what we are.
Everyone thinks that others should
change, while forgetting that they
themselves are unable to do so. Then,
can we prevent the material nature’s
worth, which is right now raging in the
form of the current pandemic? It
should be apparent to us that we are
small and cannot control much, if any.
This does not mean that someone is not
in control. God is; we have to take His
shelter, as He has instructed in the
Geeta. (18.62) Then, things will not be
tough for us. God is so merciful that He
even accompanies His devotees. (6.7)
Let us, therefore, not hurt ourselves
and realistically assess our personal
roles. We have big roles to play in our
small worlds, and a small, if any, role
in the big world, just the opposite of
what we are inclined to do. Let us be
honest about our roles in the big
world. A rare person makes some difference in the big world; rest of us make

hardly any difference. Both worlds are
relevant to us but we have to see to what
extent. The big world is relevant to us
in an informative way with little or no
influence on our lives. Yes, global
competition is a factor for businessmen.
Similarly, job seekers could be looking
for opportunities globally.
Wise persons do not spend countless hours discussing world events; they
are more focused on what they can do
to improve their lives in their small
worlds. We need to act in our small
worlds in order to remain healthy as far
as possible, improve interpersonal relationships to the extent possible, work
on our financial well-being and, most
importantly, do what God expects us
to do. He will guide and help us in order
that our direction becomes proper.
Then, we are set, and will not hurt ourselves by default; we will be doing what
we should be doing and will avoid what
we shouldn’t, i.e. talking fruitlessly.
1XbW]^XXbPb_XaXcdP[faXcTaP]SRP]QTaTPRWTS
Pcb_XaXcdP[/PYXcQXbW]^XR^\
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enturies old diverse and
C
multi-faceted Indo-Saudi
relationship is set to commemorate 75 years of their
diplomatic relations on the
event of “The Azadi Ka Amrit
Mahotsav”, which is described
by Prime Minister Narendra
Modi as an elixir of
Independence.
This is a festival of awakening of the nation and global
peace and development. The
celebration is not confined to
the political boundaries of
India, its shrillness is resonating in Arab world, particularly in Saudi Arabia. Though
Indo-Saudi relations are as old
as Indian civilisation, it got
momentum after the emergence of Saudi Arabia and
India as independent sovereign
states.
The bilateral ties between
these two countries have
evolved substantially over a
period of time leading to conferring the highest civilian
award of the Kingdom on
Modi. The visit of Saudi Crown
Prince Mohammad Bin
Salman to New Delhi in
February 2019 added fresh
impetus to the bilateral ties.
Ties during pandemic
The Covid-19 second wave
outbreak and the deadliest
health emergency in India
brought the two countries closer and Saudi Arabia stood in
solidarity with India as its
close friend and shipped
around 200 tonnes of liquid
oxygen to India as a goodwill
gesture, whereas India as the
largest manufacturer of vaccine, supplied millions of coronavirus vaccine doses to Saudi
Arabia. Such gestures are the
clear manifestation of the close
friendship between the two
nations and their leadership.

Cultural relations
The cultural linkages in the
past, in fact, have brought
these two regions closer to
each other and provided the
base to maintain the relationship of similar sort in the contemporary times. It is noteworthy that India, in ancient
times, was far ahead of the
world in science, philosophy
and literature. As a result of
age-old relations between India
and Arab world, the Arabs
became acquainted with some
facts of rich intellectual heritage
of India. They had a very high
opinion of the Indians. After
the rise of Islam when Arabs
developed a keen sense of
intellectual curiosity and a
voracious appetite for learning,
they were naturally attracted to
the intellectual legacy of India
which served as a source of
knowledge to them, especially
in the fields of astronomy,
mathematics, medicine, philosophy, wisdom and literature.
Moreover, Indians played a
major role in the economic and
social life of the Saudi people
during pre-oil period onwards.
The visits of affluent pilgrims
from India on Haj used to be
a great source of income for the
local people. The relationship
is not limited to people to people contact, its cultural relations
strengthened
at
the
Government level from time to
time. The inauguration of the
32nd edition of “Janaderiyah
the National Festival of
Heritage and Culture” jointly
by King Salman and late
Shushma Swaraj, then Indian
External Affairs Minister, as
Guest of Honour in 2018, and
signing of an MoU between
Saudi Ministry of Sports and
Indian Ministry of Ayush on
Yoga cooperation are some
recent examples of growing

strong Indo-Saudi cultural relations.
Social relations: Indian
expatriates are relatively
most preferred community
There are about 3-million
strong Indian community in
Saudi Arabia, which is the
largest expatriate community
in the Kingdom. They are relatively the most preferred
community among the expatriates. The contributions made
by the Indian community for
the development of Saudi

Arabia have always been appreciated by the Saudi
Government. During pandemic, the Saudi Government
provided instant medical help
to the bulk of affected Indian
workers. Even some Indian
expatriates, having realised the
gravity of the situation during
the pandemic, created a social
media platform named “IndoArab Helping Hands” to establish a bridge between the huge
Indian diaspora in the Gulf
region and India. The forum’s
main focus is to serve the

Indo-Arab communities at
large during these critical
times. It collected requests for
help and shared them with
teams active in India to connect
the helping hands with the
recipients. They worked voluntarily and tirelessly on social
media to make available plasma, blood, hospital beds, oxygen cylinders, ambulance and
other necessary medicines
needed by their countrymen
back home and in the Gulf
region who have been hit by a
massive Covid 19 wave. Their

Prospects of Indo-Saudi
relations

from Saudi Arabia. India is
keenly interested to attract foreign investment, reflected in
policies of the Indian
Government’s “Ease of
Business” and FDI.
Gulf countries, particularly Saudi Arabia, could be an
attractive strategic partner in
developing India’s economy by
investing in different economic sectors.
On the other hand, India
has been and would be the
future market for oil. As per the
trend and views of economists,
the Indian economy would
rise over the next couple of
decades which will generate the
demand for oil, and according
to the Ministry of Petroleum
and Natural Gas, this demand
is expected to rise by 130 per
cent by 2040. Saudi Arabia will
be an important market for
Indian goods as well, particularly for precious stones, agricultural and pharmaceutical
products, etc.
Therefore, the celebration
of “The Azadi Ka Amrit
Mahotsav” in Saudi Arabia
and entire Arab world seems to
be the manifestation and
demonstration of the strong
ties of Indo-Arab relations that
developed steadily but strongly over the period. The celebrations of continued efforts of
strengthening their bilateral
relation for 75 years are certainly the new herald of more
strong and vigorous IndoSaudi ties.

Indo-Saudi economic ties
show tremendous growth over
the periods of time. According
to present data, Saudi Arabia is
the fourth largest trading partner of India after China, the
USA and Japan. Crude oil and
LPG are the two major sources
of energy that India imports

(The writer is a faculty
member of King Abdul Aziz
University, Jeddah, KSA. He is
the founder and Chairman of
Indo-Arab Helping Hands and
the International Advisor of
Millennial India International
Chamber of Commerce Industry
and Agriculture)

efforts were noticed and appreciated by the mainstream
media in India.
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t was early evening and
Zahra, her mother and three
Isisters
were on their way to dinner at another sister’s home
when they saw people running
and heard gunshots on the
street. “The Taliban are here!”
people screamed.
In just a few minutes,
everything changed for the
26-year-old resident of Herat,
Afghanistan’s third-largest city.
Zahra grew up in a mostly Taliban-free Afghanistan,
where women dared to dream
of careers and girls got an
education. For the past five
years, she has been working
with local nonprofit organisations to raise awareness for
women and press for gender
equality.
Her dreams and ambitions
came crashing down on
Thursday evening as the
Taliban swept into the city,
planting their white flags
emblazoned with an Islamic
proclamation of faith in a central square as people on motorcycles and in cars rushed to
their homes.
Like most other residents,
Zahra, her parents and five siblings are now hunkering
indoors, too scared to go out
and worried about the future.
The Associated Press chose not
to identify her by her full
name to avoid making her a
target.
“I am in big shock,” said
Zahra, a round-faced, softspoken young woman. “How
can it be possible for me as a
woman who has worked so
hard and tried to learn and
advance, to now have to hide
myself and stay at home?”
Amid a lightning offensive
over the past several days, the
Taliban now control more than
two-thirds of the country, just
two weeks before the US plans
to withdraw its last troops. And
they are slowly closing in on
the capital, Kabul.
The UN refugee agency
says nearly 250,000 Afghans
have fled their homes since the
end of May amid fears the
Taliban would reimpose their

0]X]cTa]P[[hSXb_[PRTSbRW^^[cTPRWTafTPaX]VPQda`PUa^\CPZWPa_a^eX]RTfW^XST]cXUXTSWTabT[UQhWTaUXabc]P\T=X[^UPa[TUcb_TPZbSdaX]VP]X]cTaeXTffXcWcWT0bb^RXPcTS?aTbbX]bXSTWTacT]cX]P_dQ[XR_PaZX]:PQd[^]0dVdbc "!!

strict and ruthless interpretation of Islam, all but eliminating women’s rights. Eighty per
cent of those displaced are
women and children.
The fundamentalist group
ruled the country for five years
until the 2001 US-led invasion.
During that time, it forbade
girls an education and women

the right to work, and refused
even to let them travel outside
their homes without a male relative to accompany them. The
Taliban also carried out public
executions, chopped off the
hands of thieves and stoned
women accused of adultery.
There have been no confirmed reports of such extreme

measures in areas the Taliban
fighters recently seized. But
militants were reported to have
taken over some houses and set
fire to at least one school.
At a park in Kabul, transformed since last week into a
shelter for the displaced, families told the AP on Friday that
girls riding home in a

motorised rickshaw in the
northern Takhar province were
stopped and lashed for wearing
“revealing sandals.”
A schoolteacher from the
province said no one was
allowed to go out to the market without a male escort.
Some 3,000 families mainly
from northern provinces

recently taken over by the
Taliban now live in tents inside
the park, some on the sidewalks.
Zahra stopped going to
the office about a month ago as
the militants approached Herat,
and she worked remotely from
home. But on Thursday,
Taliban fighters broke through

0?

the city’s defensive lines, and
she has been unable to work
since.
Her eyes welled up with
tears as she considered the
possibility that she will not be
able to return to work; that her
12-year-old sister will be unable
to continue going to school
(“She loves learning”); that her

older brother will not be able
play football; or that she won’t
be able to freely play the guitar again. The instrument hung
on a wall behind her as she
spoke.
She listed some of the
achievements made by women
in the past 20 years since the
Taliban’s ouster - incremental
but meaningful gains in what
is still a deeply conservative,
male-dominated society: Girls
are now in school, and women
are in Parliament, government
and business.
Marianne O’Grady, Kabulbased deputy country director
for CARE International, said
the strides made by women
over the past two decades have
been dramatic, particularly in
urban areas, adding she cannot
see things going back to the
way they were, even with a
Taliban takeover.
“You can’t uneducate millions of people,” she said. If
women “are back behind walls
and not able to go out as
much, at least they can now
educate their cousins and their
neighbors and their own children in ways that couldn’t happen 25 years ago.”
Still, a sense of dread
appears to be omnipresent,
particularly among women, as
Taliban forces take more territory each day.
“I feel we are like a bird
who makes a nest for a living
and spends all the time building it, but then suddenly and
helplessly watches others
destroy it,” said Zarmina Kakar,
a 26-year-old women’s rights
activist in Kabul.
Kakar was a year old when
the Taliban entered Kabul the
first time in 1996, and she
recalled a time when her mother took her out to buy her ice
cream, back when the Taliban
ruled. Her mother was
whipped by a Taliban fighter
for revealing her face for a couple of minutes.
“Today again, I feel that if
Taliban come to power, we will
return back to the same dark
days,” she said.
(AP)
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H^d\Ph]TTSP\TSXRP[TgP\X]PcX^]cWXbfTTZ3^
]^cXV]^aTh^daWTP[cWCX\T[hPRcX^]f^d[SQTc^h^da
PSeP]cPVTH^dfX[[QTaPSXPcX]VV^^ST]TaVhBWPaT
cWTbTV^^ST]TaVXTbfXcWcWT_T^_[TPa^d]Sh^dfW^
PaTUTT[X]V[^f>]cWT_a^UTbbX^]P[Ua^]ch^dPaT
[XZT[hc^\PZTSTRXbX^]bfXcWh^da\X]ScWP]WTPac
P]SPaTeTahSXbRX_[X]TSH^dPaTX]ST_T]ST]cX]
cW^dVWcP]SPRcX^]5^aPQTccTad]STabcP]SX]V^UcWT
bXcdPcX^]P]SP_Tab^]h^d[XZTc^Z]^fcWTW^f
fWPcfWhfWTaTfWT]P]SfW^^UTeTahcWX]VH^da
aT[PcX^]bWX_XbcPZX]VPcda]cWXbfTTZ4eTahcWX]VfPb
V^X]VUX]TQdcb^\TbdSST]RWP]VTbR^d[SRWP]VT
h^da[XUTH^dab_^dbT^a_Pac]TabcPacbS^dQcX]Vh^d
^aQTR^\Tb^eTaST\P]SX]V

CWXbfTTZh^d\PhQTcT\_cTSc^UXVWcTeTahR^]U[XRc
c^_a^eTh^dabT[UaXVWc^ac^STUT]Sh^dabT[UH^dUTT[
PVVaTbbXeTP]]^hTSQh^cWTa_T^_[T³bPccXcdST
1TfPaTPbcWTaTXbPR^]b_XaPRhPVPX]bch^d0]P[hbT
P]SX]ca^b_TRch^dc^^\PhQTPcUPd[cBcPhRP[\8c
XbPQTccTafPhc^STP[fXcWPSeTabXch>]cWTRPaTTa
Ua^]ch^dPaTUXa\c^fPaSbh^daV^P[bH^dPaTR[TPa
X]h^daR^\\d]XRPcX^]P]SbcaPXVWcU^afPaSfXcW
h^daR^[[TPVdTb0e^XSQTX]VadSTP]SbcPhPfPh
Ua^\R^]U[XRcbDcX[XbTh^dabcaT]VcWP]SaTPb^]X]VU^a
V^^SRPdbT8Uh^dPaTPcP]PdcW^aXcPcXeT_^bXcX^]
cWX]ZPQ^dccWTQT]TUXcb^Uh^dabdQ^aSX]PcTb>]cWT
_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^da\T]cP[bcPQX[XchXbh^daVaTPcTa
bcaT]VcWH^daUP\X[h]TTSbh^dabd__^ac

CWXbfTTZh^d]TTSc^RWTRZP]hbT]b^ah_[TPbdaTb
H^d\dbcZ]^fW^fc^\PZTcWTQTbcdbT^U
TeTahcWX]VH^dfX[[QTWTP[cWhRWPaXb\PcXRP]S
X]b_XaX]V?T^_[TPa^d]Sh^dfX[[QTPfTbcadRZQhh^da
b_^]cP]TXch1T_^bXcXeTP]SX]R^]ca^[>eTaR^]UXST]RT
R^d[SQTWPa\Ud[>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]ch^dUTT[\^aT
bcPQ[TP]S\PcdaTX]cTa\b^UUX]P]RTPbfT[[Pb
T\^cX^]bH^dcPZTbXcdPcX^]bcWPcR^\TP]Scda]cWT\
X]h^daUPe^daH^dPaT\^aTcaPSXcX^]P[X]h^dafPh^U
f^aZX]VP]SQT[XTeTX]ad[TbP]SaTVd[PcX^]b4]Y^hcWT
R^]UXST]RTQTRPdbT^Uh^dabT[UR^]ca^[H^d]TTSc^
cPZTcX\Tc^\TSXcPcTP]Sb_T]Sb^\TcX\TP[^]TTeT]
XUh^dPaTX]PR^\\XccTSaT[PcX^]bWX_<PX]cPX]X]Vh^da
X]]TaQP[P]RTXbT`dP[[hX\_^acP]c
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CWXbfTTZh^dUTT[X]b_XaTSc^bcPacPRaTPcXeT_a^YTRc
H^dUTT[R^\U^acPQ[TfXcWh^daaTP[XST]cXchP]SfWPc
h^dUTT[H^dPaT]^cPUaPXSc^Tg_aTbbh^dabT[U
BcX\d[PcX]Vh^daX\PVX]PcX^]fX[[P[[^f]TfcP[T]cc^
d]U^[SH^dfX[[T]Y^hV^^SWTP[cW2PaTTafXbTcWXbXb
cWTcX\Tc^SaTP\P]ST]Y^hcWT_[TPbdaTb^U[XUTH^d
PaT[XZT[hc^b_T]S\^aTcX\T^]h^daWP__X]Tbb
4gTRdcX]Vh^daXSTPbc^PRWXTeTPcPaVTcfX[[_dch^d
X]h^dabT]X^a³bV^^SQ^^ZbH^dPaTaXRWUX]P]RXP[[h
P]SQhWTPacc^^H^daVT]Ta^bXchP]SZX]S]TbbfX[[
]dacdaTaT[PcX^]bWX_bCWXbfTTZh^dPaTPcTPbTfXcW
h^dabT[UP]S^cWTabH^dPaT[XZT[hc^RaTPcTP_^bXcXeT
T]eXa^]\T]cPcW^\TCadbcfX[[VXeTh^dcWTbcaT]VcW
P]SR^]UXST]RTc^^eTaR^\TcWT^QbcPR[TbX][XUT

4[X\X]PcX]Vd]fP]cTST\^cX^]bfX[[\PZTh^dUTT[
aTUaTbWTSCWXbXbP_TaX^S^UbT[UTeP[dPcX^]P]Sc^
cWX]ZPQ^dch^da\XbcPZTbCWXbfX[[WT[_h^daT[TPbT
cWTUTT[X]V^UVdX[cP]Sb^aa^fPQ^dccWT_PbcCWXbXb
PV^^ScX\Tc^cPZTUaTbWSTRXbX^]bBWPaTh^da
Tg_TaXT]RTbfXcW^cWTab?a^UTbbX^]P[[hh^dWPeT
[^VXRP[P]SP]P[hcXRP[bcaT]VcWP]ScWTR^daPVTP]S
X]cT[[TRcc^PRR^\_[XbWP[[cWPch^dSTbXaTH^d]TTS
c^STcPRWh^dabT[Uc^SXbR^eTacWTcadcWH^d]TTSc^
dbTh^daX]cT[[TRcc^_a^eTh^da_^X]cP]SbdRRTTS
H^dRP]P[b^b^[eT_a^Q[T\bcWa^dVWSX_[^\PRh>]
cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^dPaTUX[[TSfXcWd]Q^d]STS
T]TaVh0]ScWXbT]TaVh]TTSbc^QTQP[P]RTSfXcWP
aTP[XbPcX^]^UaTb_^]bXQX[XchP]SR^\_PbbX^]

CWXbfTTZT]Y^h\T]cT]cTacPX]\T]cP]SR^\\Xc\T]cPaT
^]cWTRPaSbH^dUTT[R^]cT]cTSQ^cWT\^cX^]P[[hP]S
_WhbXRP[[hH^daWTP[cWfX[[QTV^^S;Xcc[TRPaT[Tbb]Tbb
[XZT^eTaTPcX]V^a^eTaR^\U^acR^d[SQTWPa\Ud[1T
RPaTUd[^Uh^daSXTcP]SPe^XSYd]ZU^^SH^dPaT_a^]Tc^
fTXVWc1?P]SPRXSXch_a^Q[T\b?a^UTbbX^]P[[hcWT
\^]ThfX[[R^\TUa^\ePaX^dbb^daRTbP]Sh^df^d[S
fP]cc^b_T]S[PeXbW[h8cXbPSeXbTSc^bPeTh^daX]R^\T
cWXbfTTZP]SUTT[WP__hCWXbXbcWTcX\Tc^STRXST
cWX]Vb^]UX]P]RXP[cTa\bXcf^d[SQT_a^SdRcXeTP]S
UadXcUd[X]cWTUdcdaTCWXbfTTZh^daaT[PcX^]bWX_PaTP
\PhbdUUTaH^dUTT[SXbP__^X]cTSP]SfP]cc^fP[ZPfPh
Ua^\TeTahcWX]Vh^dWPeTQdX[cd_b^UPaH^daPccXcdSTXb
cWTaTPb^]U^ah^dabXcdPcX^]c^SPh

;dRZh]d\QTa(
;dRZhR^[^da>aP]VT
;dRZhSPhBPcdaSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa!!
;dRZhR^[^daATS
;dRZhSPhFTS]TbSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa%
;dRZhR^[^da?X]Z
;dRZhSPh5aXSPh
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H^dfX[[QaX]VPUaTbW_Tab_TRcXeTc^[XUTP]SbXV]XUXRP]c
_^bXcXeTRWP]VTbfX[[QT\PSTH^dfX[[UTT[
aTYdeT]PcTSH^dPaT[XZT[hc^V^^]PSTT_Tab_XaXcdP[
Y^da]ThcWPcfX[[QaX]VVaTPcTa\TP]X]VP]S_da_^bT
X]c^h^da[XUTP]SaT]Tfh^daX]]TaT]TaVh>_cX\Xb\Xb
aTU[TRcTSX]h^daRaTPcX^]bCWTaTXbPRP[[^USTbcX]h
cWPc\^cXePcTbh^dc^V^^]?a^UTbbX^]P[[hh^d\Ph
WPeTc^QaX]VRWP]VTbX]h^da[XUTbch[TP]Sf^aZX]V
bRWTSd[T8Uh^dPaT]^cPQ[Tc^\TTccWTST\P]Sb^U
h^da_a^UTbbX^]P[aTb_^]bXQX[XcXTbcWX]Z^eTaXcCahc^
QaX]VPQ^dcQP[P]RTP]S\^STaPcX^]X]h^da[XUT>]
cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ccWTaTfX[[QTXbbdTbfWX[T
R^\\d]XRPcX]VfXcWh^daUP\X[h8cXbcX\Tc^Z]^fcWT
X\_^acP]RT^UUP\X[hQ^]SX]V

CWXbfTTZh^dUTT[]TVPcXeTT]TaVXTbPc_[PhPa^d]Sh^d
5^^S_^Xb^]X]V^a^cWTabTPb^]P[PX[\T]cbR^d[S\PZT
h^dUTT[[^f5T\P[Tb\PhUTT[XaaXcPcTSCWha^XS^a
W^a\^]P[X\QP[P]RTR^d[S\PZTh^dR^]bd[cPS^Rc^a
>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]ch^da[^VXRP[P]SP]P[hcXRP[P__a^PRW
c^cWX]VbR^d[S\PZTh^dQdbhH^dPaTP]X]]^ePc^aP]S
aTbTPaRWTaP]Sf^d[S]^cPRRT_cP]hcWX]VfXcW^dccWT
UPRcbH^dU^[[^fcadcWP]SSXbRX_[X]TH^dPaT[XZT[hc^
Tg_TaXT]RTRWP[[T]VTbQdcd]STabcP]ScWPccWXbXbYdbcP
_WPbT^Uh^daY^da]Thc^b^\TcWX]V\dRW\^aT_^bXcXeT
BcPhU^RdbTS^]h^da[^]VcTa\V^P[b>]cWT
aT[PcX^]bWX_Ua^]cP]Tfa^\P]RTXb^]cWTRPaSH^d
fP]cc^bcPacPUaTbWX]h^daaT[PcX^]bWX_b5d]P]S
T]cTacPX]\T]cfXcWh^daUP\X[hPaTX]SXRPcTS

H^d]TTSc^QTRPaTUd[PQ^dch^daWTP[cW<^aTf^aZ
P]S]^aT[PgPcX^]R^d[SQTWPa\Ud[H^daQ^Sh]TTSb
aTbcCWXbXbPcX\Tc^RaTPcTPSTcPX[TS_[P]P]Sc^U^[[^f
PbRWTSd[T6^^ScX\T\P]PVT\T]cfX[[_Ph^UUP]Sh^d
fX[[T]Y^hQ^cWf^aZP]SWTP[cWCW^bTfW^PaT_[P]]X]V
PWTP[cWhUP\X[h]TTSc^QT_TabXbcT]cP]SU^RdbTS>]
cWTRPaTTaUa^]ch^dPaT]^fWTPSTSc^fPaSbP\dRW
QTccTa_^bXcX^]DbTcWT^__^acd]XcXTbU^aRWP]VX]Vh^da
QT[XTUbPQ^dch^dabT[U0cb^\T_^X]ch^dUTT[^UUT]bXeT
QdcbcPhPfPhUa^\bdRWPbXcdPcX^]cWXb\PhVXeTh^d
P]d__TaTSVTX]cWTcX\Tbc^R^\T>]cWT_Tab^]P[
Ua^]ca^\P]RTXb^]cWTRPaSP]Sh^dUTT[ST[XVWcTS
CadbcX]Vh^da_Pac]TafX[[VXeTh^dcWTbcaT]VcWP]S
R^]UXST]RTc^^eTaR^\TcWT^QbcPR[TbX][XUT

;dRZh]d\QTa"
;dRZhR^[^da ?TPRW
;dRZhSPhFTS]TbSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa (
;dRZhR^[^da BZh1[dT
;dRZhSPh5aXSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa 
;dRZhR^[^da1a^f]
;dRZhSPhCdTbSPh
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CWXbfTTZh^dfX[[QTUX[[TSfXcWVaTPcP\^d]c^U
T]TaVhDbTcWXbT]TaVhX]RaTPcXeT_dabdXcbP]SW^]T
h^dabZX[[bAXbZcPZX]VP]SRaTPcXeTT]TaVXTbfX[[^_T]
]TfPaTPbX]h^da[XUT1T[XTeTX]h^dabT[UP]SU^[[^f
h^daWTPac>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]ch^dUTT[ZX]Sc^fPaSb
^cWTabP]S\PhSTRXSTc^dbTPQd]SP]RTX]h^da[XUT
U^acWTQT]TUXc^U^cWTabH^dPaT[XZT[hc^f^aZU^a
fT[UPaTbRWT\Tb^a\PhQTe^[d]cTTaU^aPaT[XVX^db
^aVP]XiPcX^]U^ah^daWP__X]Tbb8cfX[[VXeTh^d
X\\T]bTbPcXbUPRcX^]H^d\Ph[T]S\^]Thc^
b^\T^]TX]]TTS>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^dfX[[
Tg_TaXT]RTPb_XaXcdP[b_PaZP]SSXeX]TUTT[X]VfX[[UX[[
h^dfXcWUPXcWCWXbXbPcX\TfWT]h^dbTTZb^[XcdST
P]SXb^[PcX^]Ua^\^cWTab

CWXbfTTZcWTaTXbPbT]bT^UUd[UX[\T]cWTP[cWfXbTH^d
PaTX]cWTaXVWc_[PRTS^X]VcWTaXVWccWX]Vc^QTX]V^^S
WTP[cWH^dPaTU^[[^fX]VcWTbcaXRcaTVX\T^USXTc
TgTaRXbTP]SaT[PgPcX^]CWT\^cc^^UWTP[cWh[XeX]VXb
aTU[TRcTSX]h^da_Tab^]P[Xch>eTaP[[h^dfX[[T]Y^hcWT
fTTZ>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]ch^dPaTUX[[TSfXcWaT]TfTS
T]TaVhP]ST]cWdbXPb\H^dWPeTPQaTPZcWa^dVW
\^\T]cXb^]cWTRPaSCWXbfTTZh^dPaT[XZT[hc^
T\QPaZ^]P]TfY^da]Th^UcWTbT[U\PST_Tab^]0]
XSTP^a_PbbX^]fX[[X]b_XaTP]S\^cXePcTh^d>]cWT
_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^dWPeTPRadbW^]P]d]P__a^PRWPQ[T
_Tab^]CWTSP]VTaXbWXSST]X]X[[dbX^]bP]SRWP]RTb
PaTcWTaTcWPch^d\PhUPRTSXUUXRd[cXTbX]cWTUdcdaTC^
\^eTU^afPaSPe^XSSPhSaTP\X]V

CWXbfTTZh^dPaTUd[[^UT]TaVhH^dPaTPeXbX^]PahP]S
SaTP\QTh^]Sh^da[X\XcPcX^]bP]S\^eTR^]UXST]c[h
X]c^]TfPaTPbCPZTcWXb[TP_^UUPXcWc^STeT[^_cWTaTP[
h^dCWX]ZQXVX]cTa\b^UfWTaTh^dfP]cc^QTP]S
fWPch^dfP]cc^SXbR^eTaP[^]VcWTfPh>]cWTRPaTTa
Ua^]ch^dUTT[X\\T]bTbPcXbUPRcX^]^]RTh^dUX]Sh^da
f^aZXb^]cWTaXVWc_PcWPUcTaP[^]VcX\T0[[cWXbfWX[T
STb_XcT_dccX]Vh^daWTPacP]Sb^d[X]c^h^daf^aZ
b^\TWdaS[TbP__TPaTS\PZX]Vh^dUadbcaPcTS=^fh^d
RP]QXSPSXTdc^cWTUPX[daTbP]SPRR^\_[XbWh^dacPbZb
H^dRP]bcPacPQdbX]TbbcWPcbT[[bXcT\bU^aRWX[SaT]cWXb
fTTZCWXbfTTZWP__hR[^bTZ]XcUP\X[hP]ST]Y^h\T]c
X][^eTaT[PcX^]bPaT^]cWTRPaSH^dT]Y^hPWP__h
UP\X[h[XUTTeT]XUh^dPaTbX]V[T

;dRZh]d\QTa '
;dRZhR^[^da6aTT]
;dRZhSPh 5aXSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa!
;dRZhR^[^da8]SXV^
;dRZhSPh CdTbSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa "
;dRZhR^[^da 1[dT
;dRZhSPh CWdabSPh
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he energy streams excited during
Big-Bang, following a course of
progressive evolution, eventually
culminated in the manifest plural world
with all its enormity and diversity. So, all
that exists in this Universe, including
human being, is nothing but manifestation of nature driven energies, all rooted
to a ‘Singularity’. The obvious implication
is that all existences in the Universe are
interconnected at the root level. Here it is
pertinent to make note of an established
principle of theoretical physics — the theory of non-location. It states that energy
particles rooted to a common source, are
in immediate and intimate contact, no
matter how distant they are from each
other. It implies that in the event of any
change in the cosmic order, its echoes
will resonate on earth as well.
Kathopanishad, through the simile of
an inverted Asvat (Banyan) tree explains
that the Universe is a unified organism,
where no existence has a reality, independent of the whole. Asvat tree, with its
trunk, branches, twigs and leaves, symbolises the manifest world. The root,
directed towards the cosmos, implies that
the source of existence lies in an infinite
dimension beyond our purview. Break a
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branch or twig of the tree, it will become
lifeless. Try to re-join it with the main
tree again, it will not become live. So,
there is something more than the tree
body that holds the key to life. To sum
up, once cut off from the primal-source
— the eternal element of consciousness,
the organism loses life for ever. We all
exist as an inseparable part of the whole,
all woven together with the thread of
eternal element of consciousness.
The above fact is further corroborated by Australian physicist Paul Davies,
who says: “For a novice realist, the world
is a collection of objects. But for a quantum physicist, it is an inseparable web of
vibrating energy patterns, where no individual component has a reality independent of the entirety, and included in that
entirety is the observer.”
Coming to the correspondence
between happenings in the cosmic world
and life cycle on earth, there are enough
of scientific and empirical evidences
already in hand. The first to note is the
finding of renowned Astro Physicist, Fred
Hoyle. He in association with a team of
scientists led by Nobel Laurette couple
established that, “All familiar chemical
elements are generated at stellar bodies

and are made available to the Universe in
course of intermittent explosions taking
place there. Had there been no element
such as Carbon, there would have been
no life.” It implies empathetic connect
between happenings in the cosmos and
life cycle on earth.
The most obvious example is the
high tides in the ocean on a full moon
day. Such is the cosmic pull that the
whole ocean is in a fury. Incidentally,
human body comprises of 65% percent
water element, with the same water-salt
mix as in the ocean. That makes it difficult to digest that it will have no bearing
on human beings, weaklings obviously
getting affected the most. It has been a
matter of record that most of the admissions in a Lunatic Asylum happens close
to full moon day.
On solar eclipse days, birds stop
chirping. Animals become afraid.
Monkeys always making noise become
silent, come down from the trees, and
herd together. In 1950, Jiyarji Giardi,
developed a new branch of science —
Cosmic chemistry. Through scientific
experiments he established that that the
whole Universe is organically connected.
In 1920, a Russian scientist Chezevasky
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found that every 11 years there is heightened activity at the Sun, what is known as
solar flare. Through a study of 700 years
history, he established that following the
periodical solar flare, the earth becomes
subject to disastrous consequences —
there is rise in incidents of revolutions
and war, epidemics happen. Stalin condemned him to Siberia. He was released
only after Stalin’s death. Following his
release, he lived for a couple of months
but he established his theory.
500 years before Christ Era,
Pythagoras came out with his concept of
planetary harmony. He was of the view
that every stellar body releases a particular sound during its travel. And there
remains harmony amongst all the stellar
bodies. Working on this principle, Swiss
doctor, Paraselysus, observed that the
stellar position at the time of one’s birth
makes an imprint on the person. So long
as ongoing stellar positions are in harmony with those at the time of one’s birth,
the person remains healthy. The moment,
harmony is disturbed, one becomes sick.
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